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Executive Summary
This decision paper is further to the Commission for Energy Regulation (the CER)’s
Review of Connection and Grid Access Policy consultation paper (CER/15/284),
and sets out the CER’s decision on transitional arrangements for connection and
access to the electricity grid.
Existing policy for connection of exporting generators to the electricity network in
Ireland is primarily driven by the Government’s 2020 renewable targets,1 and aims
to connect sufficient volumes of renewable generation to meet the 40% share of
renewable electricity. This policy is captured under two broad processing
approaches: the group processing approach (GPA) and the non-group processing
approach (non-GPA).
The GPA has been designed for larger, renewable and conventional generators.
Under the GPA, system operators have issued connection offers to these
generators in batches, called “gates”. The last iteration was gate 3 and provided for
approx. 6,000MW of connection offers; 4,000MW to renewable generators (mostly
wind) and 2,000MW to conventional generators.
The non-GPA is the process to connect small, renewable and low carbon
generators that fulfil public interest criteria. While under the GPA, generators
included in a given gate have always been processed together as a group, non-GPA
applicants are processed individually and sequentially.
Figure 1 shows that roughly 2,500MW of wind generation has already been
connected to the system, and 3,500MW are currently being contracted for
connection. This amounts to 6,000MW of wind generation connected, or soon to be
connected, to the system. In addition, approximately 15,500MW of further wind
applications have been submitted.
Regarding solar electricity, there are currently 2MW of solar projects installed, but
only a small number of these are grid-connected.2 The volume of solar generation
contracted for connection roughly amounts to 90MW. In addition, approximately
4,300MW of further solar applications have been submitted through the non-GPA
process.

1

The 2020 renewable targets are discussed in section 2.
Sustainable Energy Authority for Ireland (SEAI), Renewable Electricity in Ireland 2015, 2016
Report, p 13 (table 5) and p 18.
2
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Figure 1

Volume of wind generation connected, contracted for connection, and
additional wind and solar applications for connection to the system in
the Republic of Ireland in relation to the all-island total electricity
requirement.
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Source: CER; based on data provided by the system operators in September 2016 and the All-Island
Generation Capacity Statement 2016-2025 (Appendix 1, table A-1 at p 60). For presentation
purposes, all figures have been rounded. See section 5.3.1,
Table

1, for exact figures.

The CER notes that the volume of renewable generation connected or soon to be
connected to the system in the Republic of Ireland almost reaches the current total
electricity requirement for the all-island market. As forecasted by EirGrid, this
requirement amounts to approx. 6,800MW in 2016 (Figure 1, red horizontal line)
raising slightly beyond 7,000MW in 2020. Overall, with the successful delivery of the
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DS3 programme,3 the volume of renewable generation connected and still to be
connected is expected to meet the 2020 renewable electricity target.
Under the current processing rules, the system operators have indicated that the
volume of wind and solar applications is not manageable. The CER notes that the
level of wind and solar applications is significantly in excess of Government 2020
target requirements and that there is significant uncertainty on how many of these
projects may actually be realised.
The consultation paper (CER/15/284) sought comments on the development of a
new policy for connection to the grid – the enduring connection policy. The CER
also consulted on the implementation of a number of transitional arrangements
ahead of the enduring connection policy. These transitional arrangements were
developed in order to support the transition to the new grid connection regime. At
the same time, they aim to support the delivery of the 2020 targets.
The proposed transitional arrangements were:


Capacity release, that is refunding of first stage payments to projects that will
not progress and agree to release their capacity;



Allowing existing connections to increase their export capacity by 10%,
where this increase does not require additional network investments, and does
not adversely affect other generators connected to the network;



Facilitating connections of DS3 system services providers that would
reduce curtailment4 and ensure that the system can accommodate the
increasing volume of non-synchronous5 renewable generation.

The DS3 programme stands for “delivering a secure, sustainable electricity system” and aims to
ensure that we can securely operate the power system with higher volumes of renewable generation,
such as wind and solar. This is further explained in section 5.
4 Curtailment refers to the dispatch-down of non-synchronous generation for system-wide limitations
(for instance, to stay within system stability limits, operating reserve limits, voltage control limits etc.).
Wind and solar are examples of such non-synchronous generation technologies.
5 Synchronous system is a power grid where electricity is generated at a single synchronised
alternating current (AC) frequency. Ireland and Northern Ireland form such a system – all of the
conventional generators on the island run in synchronism, producing electricity at 50Hz. Wind and
solar technologies are non-synchronous and integrating them into a synchronous system in greater
volumes poses a number of challenges.
3

3

The CER has now considered all comments on these proposals received through
the consultation. The CER has decided, on balance, to implement a process for
capacity release and for facilitating connections of DS3 system services providers.
A process for capacity release and for facilitating connections of DS3 system
services providers
Under the capacity release process, any contracted party that meets the eligibility
criteria set out in this decision, will be able to apply to the relevant system operator
to terminate its connection agreement. Eligible applicants will receive a refund of
80% of their first stage payment. In order to ensure timely release of capacity, once
an application has been submitted, it cannot be withdrawn, and the capacity
contracted under the terminated connection agreement must be released. The
results of this process, in terms of capacity released, will be published by the system
operators.
In relation to facilitating connections of DS3 system services providers, such
providers will be eligible and prioritised for a connection offer under the non-GPA
process until the enduring connection policy is in place. The system operators will
develop a process for this prioritisation and present it to the CER for approval in a
timely manner. The process should balance the administrative burden on the
system operators and the timely delivery of connection offers for the DS3 system
services trials and the DS3 system services central procurement. In addition, the
process should aim to minimise, to the extent possible, speculative applications.
This DS3 priority status will not apply to wind and solar technologies, whether new
or connected. This is because:




the addition of wind or solar would increase curtailment levels;
there is, unlike for DS3 system services providers, an existing process in place
for connecting wind and solar technologies; and
the scale of applications received to date from wind and solar projects far
exceeds what can be practically and effectively delivered.

The above decisions will assist in ensuring that capacity currently held by projects
can be released back to the grid. Making more capacity available will help in
providing connections for units able to offer DS3 system services. These new
services are required by the system to accommodate increasing volumes of nonsynchronous renewable generation. Connecting DS3 system services providers will
benefit the existing renewable generators by reducing their curtailment and further
optimise the use of the system for renewable generation.
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For the avoidance of doubt, qualified providers of DS3 system services will have
priority access to all available capacity, and not only capacity released under these
transitional arrangements.
Allowing existing connections to increase their export capacity by 10%
The proposal to allow existing connections to increase their export capacity by 10%,
was aimed at delivering further efficient use of existing connections and
infrastructure. In particular, generators that over-installed could utilise their existing
assets and bring more capacity onto the system potentially quicker and cheaper
than generators that are not yet connected. Such an approach could potentially
reduce the need for network and generation investments, and bring savings to the
consumer in the short run.
However, further assessment of this measure has highlighted significant
implementation challenges, unless the measure was applied to only a limited
number of existing connections. In applying such a restriction, the additional
capacity to be gained through this measure would be significantly reduced. These
practical considerations would in turn weaken the benefits of potential investment
savings pointed out above. This brings the likely negative longer term impacts into
greater focus. These negative impacts pertain to potential signals to over-install
capacity, which could possibly lead to less optimal development of the electricity
system in the medium to longer term.
In addition to the above, though the proposal would see more capacity added to the
system quickly, it would add capacity without any consideration of the current
system needs for DS3 system services. On the one hand, if more renewable
generation was added to the system, this would likely result in higher curtailment
levels. On the other hand, if thermal plant was added, this would bring capacity
which is not necessarily needed. As network capacity is a scarce resource, these
transitional arrangements aim to allocate it to DS3 system services providers to
reflect the current system requirements, and help meeting the 2020 targets.
For the reasons above, the CER has decided, on balance, not to implement the
proposed measure. This decision is in line with the majority of responses to the
consultation, which were against this proposal.
The transitional arrangements will be put in place during the transitional period until
the development of the enduring connection policy, which will be further consulted
upon. As noted earlier, the system operators have received a high number of wind
and solar applications for connection to the grid. The system operators have noted
that this volume of applications is not manageable. This, amongst other matters, will
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be addressed by the CER as part of the enduring connection policy review. These
transitional arrangements are without prejudice to any decisions on the enduring
connection policy.

Public Impact Statement
By adopting these transitional arrangements, the CER aims to release unused
capacity and facilitate connections of units able to provide DS3 system services.
Releasing capacity currently held by projects could lower system costs and improve
competition in the electricity generation market, translating into lower energy bills for
consumers. In particular, these cost savings might come from:


more efficient use of scarce network capacity;



more efficient use of system operator resources;



more optimal grid planning and development;



more favourable investment conditions.

Facilitating connections of DS3 system services providers supports the DS3
programme. The DS3 programme aims to ensure the secure and safe operation of
the electricity system while enabling Ireland’s transition to a low-carbon economy. In
particular, it might:


support the delivery of the 2020 renewable targets;



further facilitate the existing renewable generators by reducing their curtailment
levels and the associated costs;



encourage entry of new, more flexible units able to provide DS3 system
services;



diversify Ireland’s energy generation mix
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Glossary of Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Meaning

ABP

An Bord Pleanála

AC

alternating current

ATRs

associated transmission reinforcements

BG Energy

Bord Gáis Energy

BNM

Bord na Móna

CCGT

combined cycle gas turbine

CER

Commission for Energy Regulation

CID

consents issue date

COPP

Connection Offer Policy and Process

Cré

Composting & Anaerobic Digestion Association of Ireland

DCs

directed contracts

DSO

distribution system operator (ESB Networks)

DUoS

distribution use of system

EGIP

embedded generation interface protection

ESB GWM

ESB Generation & Wholesale Markets

FAQ

firm access quantity

DS3

delivering a secure, sustainable electricity system

GCLG

generator connections liaison group

GPA

group processing approach

GW

gigawatt

HHI

Herfindahl–Hirschman index

Hz

hertz

IrBEA

Irish Bioenergy Association

ITC

incremental transfer capability

IWEA

Irish Wind Energy Association
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IWFA

Irish Wind Farmers Association

MEC

maximum export capacity

MW

megawatt

NGO

non-governmental organisation

NOW Ireland

National Offshore Wind Association Ireland

non-GPA

non-group processing approach

PSI

pivotal supplier index

PSO

public service obligation

RD&D

research, development and demonstration

REFIT

renewable energy feed in tariff

RES

renewable energy sources

RES-E

renewable energy sources in electricity generation

RES-H

renewable energy sources in the heating sector

RES-T

renewable energy sources in transport

RES Ltd

Renewable Energy Systems Limited

RSI

residual supply index

RTU

remote terminal unit

SEM

single electricity market

SEAI

Sustainable Energy Authority for Ireland

SEMO

single electricity market operator

SI

statutory instrument

SNSP

system non-synchronous penetration

SONI

System Operator Northern Ireland

TAO

transmission asset owner (ESB Networks)

TSO

transmission system operator (EirGrid)

TUoS

transmission use of system
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this Decision Paper
This decision paper is further to the Commission for Energy Regulation’s (the CER)
Review of Connection and Grid Access Policy consultation (CER/15/284), and sets
out the CER’s decision on transitional arrangements for connection and access to
the electricity grid. These transitional measures will be put in place during the
transitional period in order to pave the way for the new system of connection and
access to the grid (referred to as “enduring connection policy”), which will be further
consulted upon.
This decision paper also includes the CER’s responses to comments on transitional
arrangements received through the consultation process. The CER received 72
responses to the consultation. These have been fully considered in reaching the
decisions detailed in this paper. A list of respondents is annexed to this decision
(see section 7.1). Non-confidential submissions are available on the CER’s
consultation page.
This decision paper is for the attention of all members of the public and the energy
industry. It will be of particular interest to existing and potential generators.

1.2 Legislative Context
Under section 34 of the Electricity Regulation Act 1999, as amended (the 1999 Act),
the CER may give directions to the transmission system operator (TSO) and
distribution system operator (DSO), collectively the “system operators”, for the terms
and conditions of access to the distribution and transmission system. Specifically
section 34 (2) (c) provides that the CER’s directions may outline “the terms and
conditions upon which an offer for connection to the transmission or distribution
system is made”.
The CER has a duty to monitor security of supply under section 28 of the Statutory
Instrument (SI) 60 of 2005. It is also a function of the CER under section 9 (4) (b) of
the 1999 Act to secure that all reasonable demands of final customers for electricity
are satisfied. To this end, the CER is empowered under SI 60 of 2005 to “take such
measures as necessary to protect security of supply”.
More generally, pursuant to Section 9 of the 1999 Act, the CER has a responsibility
not to discriminate unfairly between relevant stakeholders, to protect the interests of
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final customers, to promote competition, to promote efficiency and to promote the
use of renewable, sustainable or alternative forms of energy. The CER also has a
duty to take account of protection of the environment in carrying out its functions.
The CER is very mindful of these responsibilities in relation to decisions it makes on
connection policy issues. Furthermore, the CER is cognisant of the requirements of
European legislation related to the internal market in energy, including Directive
72/2009/EC, Regulation 714/2009, and the EU Network Codes.
Further information on the CER’s role and relevant legislation can be found on the
CER’s website at www.cer.ie.

1.3 Related Documents
Consultation paper - Review of Connection and Grid Access Policy: Initial Thinking &
Proposed Transitional Arrangements - CER/15/284.

1.4 Structure of this Decision Paper
This paper is structured as follows:
Section 2

provides background to this decision paper;

Sections 3 to 5

outline the consultation proposals along with respondents’
comments, the CER’s responses to comments and decisions;

Section 6

summarises the adopted transitional arrangements;

Section 7

lists annexes to this decision.
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2. Background
Existing policy for connection of exporting generators to the electricity network in
Ireland is captured under two broad processing approaches: the group processing
approach (GPA) and the non-group processing approach (non-GPA).
The GPA has been designed for larger, renewable and conventional generators.
Under the GPA, system operators have issued connection offers to these
generators in batches, called “gates”. Eligibility for inclusion in a gate has been
based on criteria set out by the CER in its decisions on each of the three gates to
date; gate 1 in 2004, gate 2 in 2006 and gate 3 in 2008 and 2009. In the last
iteration, gate 3, system operators issued approx. 6,000MW of connection offers –
4,000MW to renewable generators (mostly wind) and 2,000MW to conventional
generators.
Gate 3 has been largely driven by Ireland’s objective to move to a low-carbon
economy. The 2009 Renewable Energy Directive (Directive 2009/28/EC) set Ireland
a binding target of meeting 16% of the country’s energy requirements from
renewable energy sources (RES) by 2020. To reach this target, Ireland is committed
to meeting 40% of electricity demand by renewable sources (RES-E), 12%
renewables in the heating sector (RES-H), and 10% in transport (RES-T).6
The non-GPA is the process to connect small, renewable and low carbon
generators that fulfil public interest criteria. While under the GPA, generators
included in a given gate have always been processed together as a group, non-GPA
applicants are processed individually and sequentially.
In 2015 the CER began a process of reviewing the GPA and the non-GPA
connection approaches to ensure that they were fit for purpose for future system
requirements in a changing energy market environment.
As part of its review of connection policy, the CER published in December 2015 a
consultation paper (CER/15/284). For the most part, it sought comments on the

6

In 2008, the 40% renewable penetration target for 2020 was estimated to be equivalent to about
5,800MW of installed renewable capacity, out of which approx. 2,800MW was assumed to be
provided by projects connected and still to be connected under the previous gates (including gate 2
live offers). It was therefore estimated that approx. 3,000MW of renewable capacity still needed to be
delivered under gate 3. This volume was raised to 3,900MW to cover for potential demand increases
and risks that a portion of the planned projects might not move to construction. See the CER decision
on Criteria for Gate 3 Renewable Generator Offers & Related Matters (CER/08/260).
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development and implementation of a new and integrated policy for connection and
access to the electricity grid – the enduring connection policy.
As proposed in the consultation paper, the new connection policy that will replace
existing rules should provide fair opportunity for generators to receive offers of
connection to the network taking account of system needs, efficiency, national policy
and the consumer interest. Accordingly, this new policy should be fair, nondiscriminatory and promote efficient use of the existing network. This in turn should
reduce the end-user cost of the network and facilitate competition in the wholesale
energy market, thereby reducing energy prices.7
The consultation paper was seen as the initial step in the development of the
enduring connection policy, and put forth initial thinking pertaining to:






the policy objective of the enduring connection policy;
the principles which should underpin the enduring connection policy;
the high level approach to the connection process under the enduring
connection policy which best enables the policy objective to be achieved in
accordance with identified principles;
the key strategic issues which may need to be considered when determining
the appropriate connection criteria under the high level approach.

The CER will consult on the rules of the enduring connection policy in the first half of
2017.
In CER/15/284, the CER also presented proposals on the development and
implementation of transitional arrangements. The CER considered that there were
benefits to implementing a limited number of measures more quickly. These
transitional arrangements aimed to facilitate a timely transition to the new enduring
connection policy, and also to support its proposed objective and principles. In
developing these transitional proposals, the CER focused on:




releasing any unused capacity held by projects which are not progressing;
making efficient use of existing connections and infrastructure which can be
quickly delivered;
system needs given the increasing volume of non-synchronous renewable
generation.

The proposed transitional arrangements are presented in sections 3 to 5 of this
paper, along with (1) responses from industry and other interested parties, (2)

7

See consultation paper (CER/15/284), p 10.
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responses from the system operators, (3) the CER’s response and (4) the CER’s
decisions. The proposed transitional arrangements were as follows:
Section 3

Capacity Release
The refunding of first stage payments to those projects that will not
progress and agree to release their capacity;

Section 4

Increasing Capacity of Existing Connections
Permitting existing units to increase their capacity, under certain
circumstances; and

Section 5

Connections of DS3 System Services Providers
Facilitating connection offers to providers of DS3 system services8
which are required by the system in order to accommodate increasing
volumes of non-synchronous renewable generation.

The DS3 system services are one of the key areas in the DS3 programme (“delivering a secure,
sustainable electricity system”). The DS3 programme aims to ensure the secure and safe operation
of the electricity system with increasing amounts of variable non-synchronous generation, such as
wind and solar. To achieve this aim, the transmission system operator needs, amongst other things,
to obtain certain new ancillary services from generators and market participants. The DS3
programme and the DS3 system services are further discussed in section 5.
8
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3. Capacity Release
Before setting the rules for the enduring connection policy it is necessary to have a
clear view of the spare capacity on the network. Connection offers issued under
gate 3 cover approx. 4,000MW of renewable generation. As noted in CER/15/284,
Ireland is on track to have sufficient renewable generation connected in order to
facilitate meeting its 40% RES-E target by 2020.9 While the gate 3 uptake seems
high, it is difficult to predict if all the currently contracted generation will proceed to
construction and operation. Some projects may encounter problems in, for example,
securing finance or planning permits, and might not be completed. However,
projects that are not progressing due to the above reasons, may not choose to give
back their capacity as currently their first stage payment is non-refundable. This
could result in capacity not being released back to the system for several years.
The capacity release option presented in the consultation paper aimed to overcome
this. According to this proposal, projects which are unlikely to be completed could
release their capacity before the termination of their connection agreement. To this
end, the CER proposed that 100% of a project’s first stage payment, net of monies
spent by the system operators, would be refunded to projects which applied to
terminate their connection agreement in advance of their longstop date(s).10 The
CER proposed that the refund would only be payable after the completion of the
termination process.

3.1 Responses from Industry and Other Interested
Parties
Out of 72 respondents to the consultation, 49 commented on the capacity release
proposal. The vast majority (40 respondents) considered the proposal beneficial for
all market participants, and were in favour of introducing it. Only three respondents
opposed the measure, and six respondents sought further clarification.
In terms of potential benefits, one respondent noted that it will give a clearer picture
of the capacity of the grid. ESB Generation & Wholesale Markets (ESB GWM) also
argued that the proposed measure not only would release capacity back to the grid,

9

See consultation paper (CER/15/284), p 13.
Longstop date is the last day by which some action must be completed. The connection process
has several longstop dates to ensure that, in the event that a project is not able to progress and
certain project milestones have not been achieved on time, the system operator has a right to
terminate the connection agreement. This aims to prevent project stalling and capacity hoarding.
10
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but also, to some extent, facilitate developers exiting subgroups11 where they do not
intend to progress, thereby allowing remaining developers in the group to proceed.
National Offshore Wind Association Ireland (NOW Ireland) stated that some Irish
offshore wind farms could be facilitated by this proposal.
The following provides a summary of concerns and queries raised by the
respondents.
3.1.1

Incentive to release capacity

Five respondents were concerned that the proposed refund of the first stage
payment might not be sufficient to incentivise capacity release. These respondents
argued that capacity hoarding would continue given that developers can trade
capacity on the secondary market (outside the gate system) at a higher price than
the refund offered. SSE Airtricity (SSE) stated that strict application of longstop
dates should support the release of further capacity where a developer decides not
to release capacity under the proposed measure.
Bob Gunkel Planning recommended introducing a moratorium on capacity
relocation.12 The respondent stated that this would ensure the effectiveness of the
capacity release proposal. Gaelectric Holdings (Gaelectric) proposed to impose an
obligation on those applicants who do not release their capacity, to pay a further
20% of connection costs within a pre-defined period. The Irish Bioenergy
Association (IrBEA) argued that the incentive to release capacity would be greater if
some or all of the refund was front-loaded.
As far as the refunded amount is concerned, two respondents suggested that the
first stage payment should be refunded in full. Bord na Móna PowerGen (BNM)
argued that if system operators’ expenses are significant, the resulting refund may
not be sufficient to incentivise the release of capacity. Another respondent remarked
that the reason for non-realisation of a project was often due to the failure of system
operators to deliver the required electrical infrastructure in a timely and effective
manner. That respondent stated that it would be therefore inappropriate to reward
system operators for their poor performance.
Furthermore, four respondents argued that any application or modification fees
should also be refundable. Elgin Energy Services (Elgin Energy) stated that
developers, when applying for a connection offer, would not know how many

The GPA applicants are grouped under specified criteria, and processed together as “subgroups”.
See also section 3.3.7.
12 See section 3.1.3 for further information.
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applicants are at the node, and therefore would not be able assess the likelihood of
being offered a connection in the near term.
One respondent sought clarity as to whether the associated maximum export
capacity (MEC) bond would also be released back to the developer without penalty
to the party. BNM noted that it would be beneficial to further flesh out the proposal,
particularly in terms of informing ex-ante what refund would be due to holders
surrendering capacity, and the timelines or longstop dates for availing of this
potential route.
3.1.2

Allocation of released capacity

Brookfield Renewable Ireland (Brookfield) proposed that the released capacity
should be considered for an adjacent project if the project has planning permission
and has applied for grid connection. NOW Ireland urged that capacity be allocated
to several generators, at the same site or node point, such that market access will
be determined by generators bidding firm power into a competitive market. The
respondent emphasised that access to network capacity must not restrict
competition in the electricity market.
3.1.3

Capacity relocation

While one respondent recommended to suspend capacity relocation in order to
increase the incentive to release capacity, 10 other respondents proposed that in
parallel to the capacity release option, the CER should give projects more flexibility
to relocate their capacity. These respondents proposed allowing gate 3 wind
projects to relocate their capacity within adjacent areas determined by EirGrid at the
start of gate 3 process, and away from their designated meshed nodes.13
More specifically, Irish Wind Energy Association (IWEA), Galetech Energy
Developments (GED) and ABO Wind Ireland (ABO Wind) proposed to allow
capacity relocation to another site with planning permission (not at the same node),
and for a limited period of time. IWEA suggested to allow this extended relocation
until 30 June 2016, which was the deadline for applications for capacity release
proposed in the consultation paper (CER/15/284). In this way, as argued by IWEA,
projects that are unlikely to progress could return capacity if the relocation could not
be processed. GED proposed to put requirements in place to cover any stranded
asset costs resulting from relocation.

13

For current policy on capacity relocation, see section 3.3.4 below.
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Furthermore, IWEA and Brookfield suggested that the extended relocation should
include project splitting after the pre-construction payment.14 IWEA also stated that
no re-run of the incremental transfer capability (ITC) programme15 would be
expected under this flexibility, and it may be the case that these projects would be
connecting on a non-firm basis. ABO Wind proposed to allow capacity relocation
within areas where it doesn't have a negative impact on constraints for existing
connected parties.
One respondent estimated that relaxing the relocation rules would benefit approx.
500-700MW of gate 3 capacity, and argued that it would be the best way to deliver
in a timely manner the additional renewable energy projects likely to be required to
meet 2020 target.
Element Power Ireland (Element Power), NOW Ireland, GED and ORIEL Windfarm
(ORIEL) noted that allowing gate 3 offers to move out of congested areas (and into
areas where more grid capacity was available) would optimise the existing grid
assets, and reduce the need for grid reinforcements. This, in turn, as noted by the
respondents, would reduce transmission use of system (TUoS) costs and would
ultimately benefit the consumer.
In May 2016, one of the respondents to the consultation supplemented its earlier
submission with an estimation of potential cost savings from avoided Grid2516
reinforcements as a result of relocating gate 3 capacity. The study looked at regions
with high volume of gate 3 capacity without planning permission and substantial
Grid25 investment,17 and identified the potential investment savings of at least €210
million if gate 3 capacity could be relocated away from these regions.
Furthermore, NOW Ireland stated that allowing projects to relocate within adjacent
areas would benefit some offshore wind farms which cannot progress due to
changes in Government’s policy in January 2012. NOW Ireland stated that flexibility
in relocation is necessary to bring sufficient volumes of RES capacity in time for

Also known as “second stage payment” or “consent issue date (CID) payment”. For consistency,
only the term “pre-construction payment” is used throughout this decision paper.
15 The Incremental Transfer Capability (ITC) programme is a computer program used by EirGrid for
the gate 3 project. The purpose of the ITC programme is to determine the amount of extra electricity
that the transmission system can accommodate from the proposed applicant’s facility without
breaching thermal network limits. It identifies firm capacity available in the transmission system and
allocates it to the gate 3 applicants on a date-order basis.
16 Grid25 is EirGrid’s strategy to develop and upgrade the electricity transmission network between
now and 2025. One of the key objectives of this initiative is to support gate 3 delivery, and ensure
that Ireland meets the EU 2020 targets for renewable energy.
17 These regions identified were Co. Donegal, North West Mayo and the South West.
14
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2020, and reduce the risk of Irish offshore wind being prevented from export until
such targets are met.
3.1.4

Timeline

Five respondents stated that the proposed deadline to apply for capacity release (30
June 2016) was too tight. One respondent noted that developers in the planning
process would not be able to make a decision on capacity release within the
proposed timeframe. Given that the planning process can take more than a year,
the respondent suggested giving developers at least a year plus a grace period to
decide whether to apply to release capacity. Brookfield referred to projects in the
connection modification process, which in its opinion would also need more time to
decide on capacity release.
While most respondents agreed with the CER that transitional measures should be
introduced ahead of the enduring connection policy, three respondents argued that
some developers might not be able to make an informed decision on capacity
release before knowing the rules of the enduring connection policy.
3.1.5

Eligibility

It was not clear to the Irish Wind Farmers Association (IWFA) up to which point
developers can exit and recover their payments. Furthermore, two respondents
suggested that the measure should also be open to projects in the construction
phase (after the pre-construction payment).
Several other respondents requested that an amnesty be provided for projects that
have not used their full capacity in the connection agreement. IWEA argued that the
current policy is that a penalty needs to be paid where the full MEC has not
been installed which encourages developers to hold on to capacity to explore
further opportunities. IWEA stated that allowing projects to reduce their MEC
without penalty would further encourage capacity release. In IWEA’s view, an
incentive is also required in relation to returning this excess capacity.
Regarding phased projects, Brookfield argued that these projects should be able to
release capacity for their second or subsequent phases without incurring costs (if
these additional phases didn’t go ahead).
Micro Electricity Generation Association (MEGA) and Energywise Consultants
(Energywise) noted that in considering transitional arrangements, the CER should
take into account the need to protect certain research, development and
demonstration (RD&D) projects. Some of the examples given were:
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community projects;
charity projects;
NGO projects with significant international benefits;
projects with technology, financial or social systems that could be scalable and
contribute to achieving the UN sustainable development goals 18 related to
energy; and
distributed embedded generation controllable technologies.

3.2 Responses from the System Operators
System operators supported the proposed measure, subject to the application of
certain criteria and assuming, as noted by EirGrid, that capacity release is a onetime-only proposal, and would not be permitted going forward. The following
provides a summary of concerns and queries raised by the system operators.
3.2.1

Incentive to release capacity and capacity relocation

Both system operators raised concerns as to the interaction of the proposed
measure to release capacity with the existing Connection Offer Policy and Process
(COPP) rules on capacity relocation. The COPP paper, approved by the CER,19
allows developers who cannot progress at their allocated node, to relocate their
projects and progress them at a new location under certain conditions.20 The system
operators stated that capacity relocation requests introduce uncertainty, and the
projects’ incentive to release capacity is lower when there is still an opportunity to
relocate it. Consequently, the system operators recommended prohibiting capacity
relocation after the proposed application deadline of 30 June 2016. The system
operators stated that prohibiting capacity relocation would allow them to accurately
assess the capacity available at a node without the uncertainty created by capacity
relocation requests.
Both system operators sought clarity as to whether the refund should be limited to
the first stage payment only, or whether it should encompass all the payments
received by the system operator to date. Also, both system operators wanted to
clarify whether the refund would be net of costs incurred by system operators to

18

A set of 17 goals to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure prosperity for all as part of a new
sustainable development agenda, adopted by the United Nations on 25 September 2015. Each goal
has specific targets to be achieved over the next 15 years. More information is available at the UN
sustainable development website.
19 See the CER decision paper on Connection Offer Policy and Process (CER/11/093).
20 See section 17 of the COPP paper.
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date. Should this not be the case, the system operators noted that a separate
recovery of costs would be required.
In addition, EirGrid assumed that it would not draw down on bonds (including MEC
bonds and connection charges bonds) held by EirGrid under the terms of the
connection agreement for the released capacity, and would return the bonds in a
timely manner once the termination agreement has been executed in full.
The CER was asked to confirm that the relevant system operator would charge the
applicant with a termination fee calculated in accordance with the CER decision
paper on Modification Requests to Connection Offers – Fees & Process
(CER/13/094). EirGrid noted that there is no current standard termination fee set out
in CER/13/094, but that this decision paper provides a good set of guidelines for
determining an appropriate fee for MEC decreases. EirGrid suggested that the
actual fee level would be determined based on the level of optimisation works
required as a result of project drop-outs.
3.2.2

Allocation of released capacity

ESB Networks asked the CER to confirm that the released capacity would become
available to all applicants (both GPA and non-GPA). EirGrid noted that the release
of capacity may result in re-optimisation of site-related connection equipment for
subgroups. EirGrid noted that the magnitude of the re-optimisation required would
only be known once there is clarity as to how much capacity is being released under
this measure. EirGrid raised a concern that the re-optimisation process may have
impacts on other generators, particularly in subgroups, and could result in a delay to
their connection works proceeding.
3.2.3

Timeline

EirGrid and ESB Networks stated that capacity release should be implemented
before developing the enduring connection policy, but noted that the timeline
proposed by the CER appears relatively short. The system operators assumed that
30 June 2016 is the suggested application deadline for developers, not the
implementation deadline. They noted that it would require time to put in place
appropriate systems and processes to implement and support any transitional
measures (see section 3.2.5 on implementation), and that certain issues would need
further clarification before such a timeline can be set. EirGrid also noted that the
feasibility of the implementation timeline can only be confirmed once the level of
interest for capacity release is known.
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3.2.4

Eligibility

EirGrid and ESB Networks suggested limiting the measure to applicants whose
connection projects have not moved into the construction (post-consenting) phase
by the application deadline. In the view of the system operators, this is necessary to
ensure that no construction work has been done to accommodate the capacity that
is being released, and to limit the customers’ exposure. In addition, ESB Networks
suggested to further restrict the scope of the measure to projects that have not
passed their longstop dates by the application deadline.
EirGrid asked the CER to clarify whether the measure is open to all contracted
generators, irrespective of gate and including non-GPA customers.
3.2.5

Implementation

ESB Networks stressed the importance of engaging with the CER at each stage of
the process to ensure that the policy is capable of practical implementation and to
understand the processes and timelines involved. EirGrid also asked the CER to
confirm whether section 10 of the COPP paper on Reprocessing Subgroups Due to
Non-acceptance of Offer or Termination of Connection Agreement would apply.
According to EirGrid, failure to re-optimise the connection method could expose the
customer to additional costs, for instance, carrying the per MW share of the
subgroup charges or the cost of any stranded assets. However, the TSO noted the
required level of network analysis should be limited to ensure offers can be issued in
a timely manner.
Both system operators also noted that there would be difficulties terminating the
connection agreement unilaterally in the absence of a direction from the CER.
Therefore, the system operators asked the CER to specifically direct them to
terminate a connection agreement unilaterally in response to an application
submitted by a developer under this measure. As argued by the system operators,
this would expedite the process of obtaining clarity on the volume of released
capacity. The system operators stated that once the ruleset for the termination of
contracts and the volume of requests is known, they can advise individual applicants
of the time required to process the termination requests and the level of refunds
applicable.

3.3 CER Response to Comments
The CER acknowledges the positive feedback from the industry on this capacity
release proposal, and considers that this measure should be adopted.
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The decision to that effect is set out in section 3.4- CER Decision. The next section
outlines the reason for this decision, and is followed by a summary of the CER’s
comments on the issues raised in the consultation process.
3.3.1

Reason for decision

This decision aims to provide a once-off amnesty for non-viable projects, whereby
they release their capacity before the termination of their connection agreement,
they do so without penalty, and also receive a partial refund of their first stage
payment.
This decision will assist in ensuring that capacity currently held by projects can be
released back to the grid, and can then be used by others.
3.3.2

Incentive to release capacity

Recent figures provided by the system operators indicate that approx. 2,500MW of
currently contracted projects would be potentially eligible to avail of this capacity
release mechanism.21 How many projects will ultimately avail of this measure is
however unknown. In this context, the CER notes that some respondents have
raised concerns as to how much of an incentive the refund of the first stage
payments would be. The CER also notes the added concern expressed by some
respondents that the ability to relocate under the COPP rules may reduce that
incentive further. In that respect, both system operators and Bob Gunkel Planning
proposed to prohibit or suspend capacity relocation. In addition, Gaelectric called for
anyone not releasing capacity to have to pay a further 20% of connection costs
within a specified time frame (this time frame would be the same for all).
The possibility to relocate capacity within a node is specified in section 17 of the
COPP paper. Modifying COPP was not envisaged in the proposals presented in the
consultation paper, and the CER is cautious not to take measures at this time which
would significantly go beyond the scope of its initial consultation. A further
consultation in that respect would defer the adoption of this decision to a later date.
In order to ensure the timely delivery of the transitional arrangements, the CER is
minded not to pursue these changes to COPP. Therefore, the relocation of capacity
in accordance with COPP will not be impacted by this decision and will remain in
place. Similar to the above, requiring all developers who did not release capacity to

21

Based on information provided by the system operators to the CER on 29 July 2016. The figures
indicated that approx. 1,249MW of transmission-connecting capacity, and approx. 1,247MW of
distribution-connecting capacity, would be eligible to apply for capacity release.
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pay 20% of their connection changes within a specified period was not included in
the consultation paper. Due to this, the CER will not be pursuing this proposal.
Regarding the scope of refund, the CER notes the respondents’ comments that the
first stage payment should be refunded in full. In that regard, BNM argued that if
system operators’ expenses are significant, the resulting refund may not be
sufficient to incentivise the release of capacity. Another respondent was concerned
that this would allow system operators to recover their costs regardless of their own
performance in project delivery. The CER also notes the position of system
operators who considered that a separate recovery of costs would be required if the
first stage payment was to be refunded in full.
The CER notes that EirGrid as TSO, and ESB Networks as transmission asset
owner (TAO) are incentivised to deliver connections in a timely manner, and their
performance is assessed ex-post by the CER as part of system operators’ revenue
control. For example, CER/11/128 introduced a specific incentive scheme for
transmission project delivery that places incentive parameters on each stage of the
project, from the lodgement of planning permission right through energisation (the
project milestones incentive). That incentive is designed to ensure that TSO’s and
TAO’s performance at each stage does not lead to project delays. While the project
milestones incentive does not extend to delivery of distribution connections, DSO
performance incentives and controls remain a key component of the CER revenue
regulation. As such, any changes to TSO or DSO performance incentives and
controls should be considered in the context of the CER’s revenue control policies,
rather than connection policies. The CER will be commencing work on reviewing the
current incentives on the DSO.
In order to limit the use of system customers’ exposure, the CER considered the
refund of the first stage payment net of costs already incurred by the system
operators, and this was proposed in the consultation paper (CER/15/284). In
practice, however, this would require projects to apply under this measure without
knowing how much money they would be refunded. For this reason, the CER
considers that rather than refunding 100% of the first stage payment net of monies
spent by the system operators, the applicants would receive a fixed percentage of
their first stage payment. This would allow the developers to estimate their refunds
upfront and make an informed decision whether or not to terminate their connection
agreements under this measure.
In order to identify a portion of the first stage payment to be refunded, the CER has
consulted the system operators. 80% of the first stage payment was considered to
broadly represent the amount of unspent costs across a range of projects. By
setting the percentage from this analysis, the CER aims to protect the customers
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from excessive costs. Should the actual costs incurred by the system operators
turned out to be higher than the estimated average of 20% of the first stage
payment, the CER considers that any system operators’ losses resulting from the
measure should be socialised through transmission use of system (TUoS) and
distribution use of system (DUoS) tariffs.
The CER notes the proposal to make any application or modification fees
refundable as well. In relation to this, the CER also notes the query raised by the
system operators as to whether the refund should be limited to the first stage
payment only, or whether it should encompass all the payments received by the
system operator to date.
The CER notes that there is a difference between (1) application and modification
fees and (2) connection charges, including the first stage payment. Application and
modification fees cover the costs that have already been incurred by the system
operator in the processing and the preparation of the connection offer or modified
connection offer, and as such should not be refundable. In contrast, connection
charges cover the arranging, construction, connection and energisation of the
project, and these costs might not have yet been incurred. In order keep the refund
calculation sufficiently straightforward and transparent, the CER considers it
appropriate to limit the refund to the first stage payment only. Any further connection
charges associated with the terminated capacity including, but not limited to, the
pre-construction payment would not be refunded.22 23

The pre-construction payment is also known as “second stage payment” or “consent issue date
(CID) payment”, and its timing differs for distribution- and transmission-connecting customers. For
transmission-connecting customers, this payment is due on consents issue date (CID). CID is a date
agreed by parties and is normally the date when both the TSO and the customer have achieved
consents for their respective developments i.e. planning permission for the customer’s facility is
included in the definition of CID (however parties can agree to call CID in advance of these
consents being achieved if they so wish). For distribution-connecting customers, the preconstruction payment is only linked to the achievement of consents for the distribution network
elements and not the customer’s facility. See Implementation of Group Processing – Move to
Construction Phase, System Operator Recommendation following Consultation Paper CER/14/432,
April 2015, version 2.0, approved by the CER (CER/15/098B), p 26.
23 In case of transmission-connecting projects, developers might be subject to other connection
charges between the first stage payment and the pre-construction payment, in order to reflect the
actual work being performed by the TSO. As noted in the Joint TSO/DSO Group Processing
Approach Charging and Rebating Principles Document (DOC-310810-AZK), approved by the CER,
“the [transmission] payment schedule is offer specific and related to the cash flow associated
with providing the shallow connection assets. These payments are payable in advance to
ensure the TSO/ TAO remain in a cash positive position thus minimising the risk to the
TUoS customer. Where consents are required, the second and subsequent payments are
scheduled to ensure alignment with the actual work being performed.”
22
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The CER clarifies that no bonds (including MEC bonds and connection charges
bonds) will be drawn down as a result of termination under this measure. As the aim
of this proposal is to provide an opportunity for stalled projects to release capacity
quicker, and as an alternative to the standard termination process, the CER
considers that any bonds held by EirGrid should be returned to the applicant in a
timely manner once the termination agreement has been executed in full.
The CER would also note that the system operators had called for additional fees to
be charged for administering any capacity release. Taking on board the comments
received as to the extent of the incentive a refund of the first stage payment would
provide, the CER, on balance, does not consider it appropriate that such additional
charges be levied on generators availing of the capacity release mechanism. At the
same time, the CER acknowledges that the system operators will face such
additional costs. The CER considers that any such costs, if efficiently incurred,
should be socialised through TUoS and DUoS tariffs.
In summary, the CER notes that the proposal would see the developers receiving
some money back, rather than receiving no refund and losing their bonds if they
were terminated by the system operator due to passing their longstop dates.
Furthermore, the CER notes that the vast majority of respondents were in favour of
this measure.
As to IrBEA’s comment that any refund should be front-loaded, the CER notes that it
refers to the uncertainty as to the amount to be refunded, and is associated with the
CER’s initial proposal in the consultation paper to refund 100% of the first stage
payment net of costs incurred by the system operators. The CER considers that the
refund of 80% of the first stage payment gives the developers enough certainty
regarding the amount to be refunded to them in order to make an informed decision
as to whether to release their capacity or not.
3.3.3

Allocation of released capacity

The CER notes the comments on the allocation of the released capacity. This is
discussed in section 5 - Connections of DS3 System Services Providers.
3.3.4

Capacity relocation

Capacity relocation is where an applicant requests a change to the location details –
specifically the location of the generation facility – supplied on the application on
which their offer was based or which is being (or will be) processed. Existing rules
on capacity relocation are set out in section 17 of the COPP paper, approved by the
CER. Currently, relocation is allowed only if, among other things, it does not result in
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a re-designation of the meshed (looped) node on the transmission system into
which either the generation facility connects directly or (if connected via tail-feed)
into which the tail-fed circuit connects.
The CER notes that 10 respondents proposed to introduce more flexibility to the
COPP rules on capacity relocation, allowing projects to relocate their capacity within
adjacent areas, away from their designated meshed node. The CER also
recognises that in principle, relocating projects might have potential benefits not only
for the individual projects, but for the electricity system as a whole. However, the
CER considers that although allowing more flexibility in relocating projects may
deliver certain efficiency gains in terms of utilisation of network, it could also send
distorted investment signals by incentivising further speculation. Therefore, the
overall market and consumer impact of capacity relocation is not clear.
The CER also notes system operators’ recommendation to prohibit or suspend
capacity relocation. System operators argued that the opportunity to relocate within
a node creates uncertainty, which would make any proposal to release capacity less
effective, and any subsequent assessment of available capacity less accurate.
Notwithstanding the above, the proposal to either increase or reduce the level of
allowed capacity reallocation would require a change to the COPP rules, and such
changes were not envisaged in the CER’s consultation paper. As such, and as
detailed in section 3.3.2, the CER will not be pursing such changes under the
transitional arrangements.
3.3.5

Timeline

Respondents highlighted a concern regarding the timelines presented in the
consultation paper. The ultimate deadline for applications was presented as 30 June
2016. That timeline is no longer relevant. Nonetheless the CER notes the
importance of assuring practical timelines that allow sufficient time for stakeholders
to make a well-informed decision whether to avail of the measure or not. The CER
considers that four months from the publication of this decision paper should be
sufficient. In addition, the CER considers that, as the consultation paper presenting
this proposal was published at the end of 2015, interested parties have had some
time to prepare for consideration of this proposal.
In setting the above timelines, the CER is cognisant that some respondents’
commented that the time given should consider projects in the planning process, in
the process of modifying their connection agreements and/or those waiting for new
opportunities coming from the enduring connection policy. The CER notes that the
timelines for these processes and new developments to arise would differ from
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project to project and it would not be possible to cater for all eventualities, and some
indeed may be speculative in nature. The CER considers that the four month
timeline strikes the right balance. On the one hand, it provides sufficient time to
consider the opportunity (as a one-off amnesty) of releasing capacity. On the other
hand, it ensures that the transitional arrangements are implemented in a timely
fashion and opportunities for additional speculation are avoided.
Finally, the CER would note that the above four month timeline is the application
deadline by which developers wishing to avail of this capacity release option must
have applied to the systems operators for its release. With up to 2,500MW
potentially eligible to avail of this capacity release mechanism, the administrative
work required to process applications may be large. However, the uptake is not yet
known. In order to avoid providing too lengthy or too short of a time for the system
operators to process applications, the CER considers it prudent that a decision on
processing timelines will only be taken after the number of applications is known.
The system operators will then engage with the CER to agree processing timelines
and these will be communicated to applicants.
3.3.6

Eligibility

The CER would like to confirm that all contracted generators, irrespective of gate
and including non-GPA customers can apply under this measure.
Furthermore, the CER agrees with the system operators to exclude projects in
construction, once the pre-construction payment has been made. Termination of
connections in the construction phase may expose the end customer to additional
costs (for example through stranded assets). In the CER’s view, it is a valid concern
and the pre-construction payment is seen by the CER as a pragmatic indicator that
the project is likely to be delivered. Therefore, the CER considers that transmission
connections which have reached the consent issue date (CID) and distribution
connections which have paid the pre-construction (second stage) payment by the
application deadline for capacity release will not be able to apply for capacity
release.
The CER notes ESB Networks’ proposal to restrict the scope of the measure to
projects that have not passed their longstop dates by the application deadline for
capacity release. The CER notes that there is a termination process in place for
projects that have passed their longstop dates, and capacity held by such projects
would soon be released to the grid anyway.
The CER reiterates that the nature of the capacity release measure is a one-off
amnesty for non-viable projects to release their capacity sooner that would
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otherwise be the case. Therefore, the CER considers that, on balance, the projects
which have passed their longstop dates by the date of the publication of this
decision, and have not been terminated, should be able to release their capacity
under this measure, provided that they have not paid their pre-construction
payments. The latter is to ensure that no connection works have commenced.
Given that the amnesty has been offered to projects regardless of them passing
their longstop dates, the CER would expect to see rigorous enforcement of longstop
dates hereafter.
Some industry members suggested allowing projects to reduce their MEC free of
charge, as this, in their opinion, would bring more capacity onto the system. The
CER notes that the policy on changes to MEC is set out in section 7 of the COPP
paper and was not considered in the consultation paper (CER/15/284). As noted in
section 3.3.2, the CER is cautious not to take measures at this time which would
significantly go beyond the scope of its initial consultation. A further consultation in
that respect would risk further delays to the implementation of these transitional
measures, and the enduring connection regime. Furthermore, the CER notes that
the existing policy on MEC reductions aims to incentivise developers to submit
applications for connections that are well-conceived, while still allowing for later
corrections throughout the connection process. Removing the charge for MEC
reductions could encourage inaccurate, speculative applications. This might, in turn,
increase uncertainty and drive up system costs.
Regarding phased projects, the CER agrees with Brookfield that these projects
should be able to release capacity for their second or subsequent phases, if these
additional phases didn’t go ahead. The CER considers that projects should be able
to terminate a given phase, provided that they release their full MEC contracted
under a given gate. Allowing developers to release only a share of their MEC
contracted under a given gate would essentially mean allowing for a reduction in
MEC free of charge, and would run against the current policy on MEC changes
outlined in the previous paragraph.
As to the comment on RD&D projects and community energy projects, the CER
would note that the connection policy is designed to provide a level playing field as
possible to projects seeking connection. RD&D projects and community energy
projects can currently avail of the non-GPA process.
The CER’s policies are aligned with the Government policy to promote the
development of renewable energy, and facilitate the delivery of the 2020 targets in
line with the REFIT support schemes. The CER will be cognisant of any new
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Government energy policy as it emerges, and would similarly have regard to such
policy in its future decisions.
3.3.7

Implementation

The CER notes EirGrid’s query as to whether section 10 of the COPP rules on
Reprocessing Subgroups Due to Non-acceptance of Offer or Termination of
Connection Agreement would apply where capacity was released. The CER would
like to stress that, unless explicitly stated otherwise in this decision paper, existing
connection policy rules (including the COPP rules) continue to apply.
As explained in the consultation paper (CER/15/284), under the GPA, applicants
were grouped under specified criteria, and processed together. The outcome of
GPA is that the shallow connections24 for individual applicants may be shared with
other applicants in what is commonly referred to as “subgroups”. This results in a
sharing of connection charges and shallow connection assets between applicants.
This approach creates inter-dependencies between applicants in terms of
progressing projects and can also feature a re-optimisation of connection methods if
a subgroup breaks up or changes. A change to this process of re-optimisation was
not detailed in the consultation paper and would require a change to COPP if to be
implemented. As detailed in section 3.3.2, and in the interest of a timely deployment
of these transitional arrangements, the CER will not be pursuing this option. As
such, and where necessary, re-optimisation will be conducted. Also, it is worth
noting that re-optimisation would minimise exposure of the customer to additional
costs resulting from stranded assets.
The system operators have highlighted that re-optimisation and the processing of
new connection offers for capacity release under this proposal might take a
significant amount of time, depending on the uptake. Due to this, the CER considers
it important that the system operators become aware of the volume of capacity to be
released under this option as soon as possible. In this regard, the CER notes the
proposal by the system operators that any application for capacity release should be
final – with the applicant having to release the capacity declared in the application.
In this regard, the CER notes that the applicants would be voluntarily applying for
this capacity release. In addition, the CER notes, that this process is a one-off

Shallow connection refers to assets required to connect the applicant’s facility to the existing
transmission or distribution system. This excludes deep reinforcement works, also known as
“associated transmission reinforcements” or “ATRs” which relate to the assets that are required for
the network as a whole, and form part of the transmission system.
24
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amnesty providing an opportunity for non-viable projects to avoid certain termination
costs while also receiving some level of refund. Given these benefits to the applicant
and the practical challenges to delivering the benefits of this proposal in a timely
fashion, the CER considers that, on balance, it is appropriate that applicants be
required to release the capacity stated in their application.
Allowing system operators to know the capacity released as soon as practically
possible, while allowing sufficient time for applicants to make an informed decision,
should give the transitional arrangements the best opportunity possible to benefit
the transition to the enduring connection policy.

3.4 CER Decision
Having fully considered the responses to the consultation referred to above, the
CER has decided to implement the capacity release proposal.
The CER has decided that eligible projects wishing to terminate their connection
agreement and release their full contracted MEC under a given gate, may submit a
completed formal application to the relevant system operator within four months
from the publication of this decision paper.
A standardised application form, developed by the system operators and approved
by the CER, will be published on the relevant system operator’s website within six
weeks from the date this decision paper is published.
The CER directs the system operators to terminate by notice the connection
agreement or that part of the connection agreement for capacity awarded under a
given gate, as applicable, for eligible applicants.
The system operators shall refund the contracted party 80% of its first stage
payment according to the refund rules set out below.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise in this decision, existing connection policy rules
continue to apply.
3.4.1

Eligibility criteria

This measure is open to any project that meets each and all of the following
eligibility criteria:


Contracted customer that was awarded capacity under a gate direction or the
non-GPA direction;
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Contracted customer that has not yet paid the pre-construction payment, or any
portion of same, such as for shared works. This includes any early preconstruction payment in the context of subgroup progression;
Contracted customer that has submitted the standardised application form
requesting the release signed by an authorised signatory of the contracted
customer within four months from the publication of this decision paper;
Contracted customer releasing its full MEC contracted under a given gate;
Notes:
Where an existing GPA project has an extension processed under the
subsequent gate, it may apply to terminate its connection agreement for that
extension project only, provided that it will release all the MEC contracted under
a given gate;
Where a connection agreement is phased the project may terminate a given
phase but the project must still release its full MEC contracted under a given
gate.
Where a project has passed its longstop date by the date of the publication of
this decision paper, and its connection agreement has not been terminated, it
may apply for capacity release provided that it meets each and all of the
eligibility criteria set out above.

3.4.2

Refund rules

Where an applicant requests a termination of capacity in line with the criteria set out
in this decision, the system operators shall refund the applicant 80% of its first stage
payment in a timely manner after the completion of the termination process.
Any forms of security held by the system operators, including MEC and connection
charge security, will also be returned to the applicant in a timely manner.
Termination of connection agreement does not release the applicant from any
existing contractual obligations to the system operators or third parties resulting
from stranded assets.
In order to ensure timely release of capacity, once an application has been
submitted, it cannot be withdrawn, and the capacity contracted under the terminated
connection agreement must be released.
The results of this process, in terms of capacity released will be published by the
system operators.
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3.4.3

Termination costs

A termination fee will not be applied. Any additional costs incurred by system
operator due to termination or partial termination of a connection agreement under
this decision, and where applicable, re-processing of connections in a subgroup
according to section 10 of the COPP rules, will be considered in tariff calculations in
the upcoming tariff period.
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4. Increasing Capacity of Existing
Connections
Generators are contractually obliged not to export energy in excess of the MEC set
in their connection agreement. If they do export more than their MEC, they risk deenergisation25 at their cost. Generators are, however, entitled to install generation
capacity up to 120% of their contracted MEC, as per the CER decision paper on
Installed Capacity Cap (CER/14/047). Existing projects which over-installed or
intend to do so, might be able to bring their capacity onto the system faster than
generators that do not yet have an existing connection. Having said that, increasing
the existing generator’s contracted MEC is efficient only if it does not require
additional network reinforcements. Further, the generators connected to the
network, or seeking to connect, should not be adversely impacted by the increase.
In order to use the existing network and generation infrastructure in a more efficient
manner, the consultation paper (CER/15/284) proposed to allow any generator
connected to the network before 30 June 2016 to increase its MEC up to 10% of its
current MEC firm capacity, provided that such an increase would not:




drive any new deep reinforcements;
require changes to the connection assets;
have any interactions with currently contracted generators (excluding any
impact on constraints or curtailment levels).

The CER proposed to exclude generators which were required to issue directed
contracts in the single electricity market (SEM)26 in order to ensure that they do not
increase their market share. The offer would be on a non-firm basis but applicants
would be required to accept a firm offer for this capacity at a later date, potentially
under the enduring connection policy. In addition to that, it was proposed that
generators wishing to over-install in accordance with the COPP rules would do so
with reference to their MEC prior to the application under this proposal.
As the purpose of this proposal is to make capacity available in a timely manner, it
was suggested that a group processing approach would be used to assess the

25

De-energisation means the deliberate prevention of the flow of electricity between the system and
the generator for any purpose other than a system outage.
26 The CER jointly regulates the all-island wholesale single electricity market (SEM) with the Utility
Regulator in Belfast. The SEM is governed by the SEM Committee, a decision-making body
consisting of the CER, the Utility Regulator and an independent member.
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applications, but that an ITC re-run would not be appropriate.27 As such, the CER
proposed to direct the system operators to carry out a study assessing the available
(non-firm) capacity. Where the total capacity in a part of the network was less than
the capacity requested under the proposal, capacity would be allocated on a prorata basis at that node.

4.1 Responses from Industry and Other Interested
Parties
Out of 72 submissions to the consultation, 41 included comments on this proposal to
increase existing connections’ capacity, and more than half of them (25
respondents) were against this measure. 11 respondents were in favour of the
measure, and five respondents sought further clarification. Their comments are now
discussed.
4.1.1

Adherence to the connection policy’s objective and principles

While stakeholders appreciated the CER’s objective to make capacity available in a
timely manner, they suggested that the proposal to increase capacity of existing
connections was inconsistent with the principles of the enduring connection policy,
and also breached its key objective to provide a fair opportunity for generation to
receive connection offers. The principles and the objective of the enduring
connection policy were proposed in the consultation paper (see CER/15/284 , pp
10-11), and the following sections group stakeholders’ comments according to those
principles.
In addition, seven respondents argued that the proposed measure would run
contrary to the decarbonisation objective. Those respondents considered that it
would award capacity only to a small subset of existing plants which neither provide
renewable capacity, nor offer DS3 system services. While decarbonisation is not
explicitly mentioned among the envisaged principles governing the enduring
connection policy, the CER must act in compliance with national and European
legislation. This includes Ireland’s commitment under the 2009 Renewable Energy
Directive (Directive 2009/28/EC) to meet 16% of the country’s energy requirements
from RES by 2020. Therefore, decarbonisation is discussed under the principle of
compliance.

27

For explanation on ITC, see note 15 above.
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Fair access to the grid, equity of treatment
19 out of 25 respondents questioning the proposal suggested that it was
discriminatory in nature. Some of them suggested that the measure was unfair and
selective as it offered a scarce resource to a selected group of existing generators,
with no apparent objective justification while leaving no opportunity for other
generators to participate. In particular, it was argued that the measure discriminated
against new entrants and gave incumbents preferential treatment outside the formal
connection process, and in advance of the planned auctions for capacity in the SEM
and DS3 system services. Some respondents stated that this contradicted the
CER’s key policy objective of providing a fair opportunity for all generators to receive
connection offers.
One respondent also noted that the proposed measure might also compromise
connection offers of potential conventional new entrants, eligible for connection
under the CER decision paper on Conventional Offer Issuance Criteria and Matters
Related to Gate 3 (CER/09/191). Another respondent noted that the increase, while
offered on a non-firm basis, could eventually become firm and have potential
detrimental impacts on generators connecting in the future.
ESB GWM challenged the CER’s reasoning for excluding generators required to
offer directed contracts (DCs)28 in the SEM, in order to ensure that they do not
increase their market share. ESB GWM noted that at present, ESB GWM is the only
generator required to offer DCs, and it argued that excluding it from the proposed
measure was discriminatory and disproportionate to the objective of DCs. ESB
GWM’s rationale for this was as follows:


ESB GWM argued that its participation in the proposed measure would not
necessarily increase its market power as it depends on the location of
generators on the network which determines their ability to avail of the 10%
capacity increase. According to ESB GWM, its market share could remain
unchanged or even reduce under this proposal.



ESB GWM argued that, even if its market share increased as a result of this
proposal, it would be mitigated by imposing additional DCs in the SEM.
Therefore, ESB GWM stressed that excluding it from the proposed measure is
unduly discriminatory.

28

Directed contracts (DCs) are contracts for difference which generators that are considered to have
market power are required to issue in the SEM, making their output available to all market
participants. For more information on directed contracts see section 5.3.2 below.
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Efficiency, end user impact, optimal grid development
Nine respondents were concerned that allowing existing generators to increase their
capacity would result in market distortions and inefficient allocation of capacity. This
in turn – as noted by one respondent – might lead to a less secure and reliable grid
and a suboptimal outcome for consumers. Several respondents, including ESB
GWM, Bord Gáis Energy (BG Energy) and MEGA, noted that the measure could
bring about further hoarding of capacity because allowing existing generators to
increase their MEC unconditionally would likely lead to speculative uptake of this
valuable and scarce resource (see section 4.1.3). Five respondents suggested that
it would be more efficient to encourage access of projects which meet DS3 criteria,
instead of increasing levels of existing generation characteristics. According to one
respondent, the proposed measure would dilute investment signals. Elgin Energy
noted inefficiencies where extra capacity was added to existing connections in
remote areas, instead of encouraging investments in generation closer to demand
centres.
Compliance with national and European legislation
Two respondents expressed concerns that the proposed measure would not comply
with national and European legislation. In relation to national provisions,
respondents pointed at the CER’s duty “not to discriminate unfairly between holders
of licences, authorisations and the Board, or between applicants for authorisations
or licences”,29 as well as to “be transparent, accountable, proportionate, consistent
and targeted only at the cases where action is needed” in carrying out its functions
in relation to the SEM.30 In relation to European law, respondents referred to the
rules on competition31 and freedom of establishment32 in the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union, as well as the Directive 2009/72/EC.33 The latter
states at recital 31 that “unduly lengthy authorisation procedures may constitute a
barrier to access for new market entrants.” Lastly, two respondents noted that
allowing existing generators to increase their capacity would bypass the formal route
in acquiring an increase in capacity, and would breach the principle of legitimate
expectations.
Seven respondents were of the view that giving away capacity to a small subset of
connected generation (including fossil fuels) would run against the Government’s

29

See Section 9 (3) (a) of the Electricity Regulation Act, 1999.
See Section 9BD of the Electricity Regulation Act (Amendment) (Single Electricity Market) Act, 2007.
31 See Articles 101-102 TFEU in connection with Article 106 TFEU.
32 See Article 49 TFEU.
33 Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning
common rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC [2009] OJ L
211/55.
30
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decarbonisation objective (under Directive 2009/28/EC34). IWFA doubted that wind
generators would be able to avail of the measure as most wind connections have
been tightly designed using the marginal grid capacity tool, ITC, and in very many
cases rely on delayed firm access. BG Energy was concerned that the measure
would encourage capacity hoarding and therefore act as a barrier to future
connecting parties that may offer flexibility and better facilitate renewable
generation. BG Energy saw no benefit in allowing capacity that neither supports
flexibility nor contributes to meeting 2020 targets to connect to the system in the
immediate term.
Security of supply
Irish Solar Energy Association (ISEA), supported by several individual submissions
from the solar industry, questioned the rationale for this measure. ISEA noted that
there were no security of supply concerns in Ireland that would justify giving
capacity to existing connections.
Competition
Eight respondents stated that the proposed measure was anticompetitive. It was
argued that market entry should be driven by market signals, not connection policy.
Further, respondents stated that the proposal strengthened the position of
incumbents, excluded new and emerging technologies, did not allow for
diversification in generation sources and technologies, and generally distorted the
level-playing field in the electricity market. As noted previously (see section on
Compliance with national and European legislation), two respondents were
concerned that the measure breached EU rules on competition according to which
“Member States shall neither enact nor maintain in force any measure contrary to
the rules contained in the Treaties, in particular to [competition provisions]”.35
Transparency
Six respondents sought further clarification on this measure, in particular the
rationale behind it. One respondent noted that the measure appeared rushed and
lacked transparency. Also Coillte Enterprise (Coillte), ESB GWM and Schwungrad
Energie (Schwungrad) raised transparency concerns. One respondent stated that
the proposal appeared to only effectively apply to a combined cycle gas turbine
(CCGT) power plant at Great Island, and perhaps a few wind generators which
over-installed beyond their contracted MEC. The CER was asked to publish the list

34

Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the
promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing
Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC [2009] OJ L 140/16.
35 See Article 106 TFEU.
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of existing generators, which would be eligible for capacity increase under the
proposal.
Practical and timely implementation
Comments on the principle of timely and practical implementation are discussed
separately, in section 4.1.2.
4.1.2

Implementation

ISEA, supported by four individual responses from the solar industry, submitted that
it might not be practicable for system operators to complete a study and determine
the available non-firm capacity without completing an ITC re-run.36 IWFA was
concerned that the implementation of the proposed measure added yet another
layer of complexity to the analysis already required for gate 3, the 120% rule in the
installed capacity cap (see the CER decision paper on the Installed Capacity Cap,
CER/14/047), and future connections, and was likely to cause further delays.
Five respondents commented on the proposed implementation timeline. Coillte
noted that the proposed application deadline of 30 June 2016 was too tight.
According to another respondent, the application of a hard and fast date was
inappropriate. It was argued that there should be no cut-off date for applications, or
that the date should be extended to 31 December 2017 to capture projects under
construction. IWEA, Element Power and Energia sought further clarification as to
whether the extra 10% capacity needed to be installed by 30 June 2016.
4.1.3

Implications for capacity release

Nine respondents suggested that the measure was inconsistent with the proposed
capacity release (see section 3) as it further promoted capacity hoarding which the
latter measure aims to discourage.
MEGA and Energywise suggested that the additional 10% to existing generators
would lead to more “free speculative megawatts”, increasing the inequality already
created by the unforeseen consequences of the GPA system. According to two
respondents, existing connections that are being offered extra connection capacity
may or may not have plans to ever utilise this additional capacity.
4.1.4

36
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See note 15 above.
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Six respondents noted that there was a clear trade-off between increasing capacity
of existing connections and the proposal to facilitate connections of potential DS3
system services providers (see section 5 below) as the existing and potential
connections eligible for these measures compete for the available capacity.
In that regard, ISEA and three other solar industry representatives asked whether
any analysis had been carried out to determine the volume of capacity to be
allocated for existing connections. It was suggested that any decision offering
available capacity to existing connections should be supported by a cost-benefit
analysis against allocating this capacity to potential providers of DS3 system
services.
4.1.5

Implications for the planning process

An Bord Pleanála (ABP), the statutory body that decides on appeals from planning
decisions made by local authorities, raised concerns as to potential planning
implications resulting from the proposal. In particular, ABP was not clear whether
increasing MEC of existing connections would require revised planning permissions.
4.1.6

Eligibility

20 respondents commented on the proposed eligibility criteria, requesting that the
group of eligible connections be either (1) widened or (2) narrowed down to certain
types of technologies or generators of certain size and characteristics. Two other
respondents argued for a case-by-case approach in granting capacity to existing
connections (3).
Submissions in favour of widening the group of eligible connections
Respondents who proposed to relax the eligibility criteria included, among others,
IWEA, Coillte and Element Power. These three respondents argued that the
measure should be open to all projects, regardless of whether they connect to the
transmission or distribution system, and whether they are firm or non-firm.
IWEA and four other respondents were of the view that excluding generators that
require changes to the connection assets was an unnecessary restriction and
should also be relaxed, at least when it comes to shallow assets, whose cost is
borne by generators.
One respondent noted that limiting the measure to instances where capacity
increases do not drive changes to shallow connection assets appeared to exclude
the possibility of stand-alone new build. The respondent stated that this is because
shallow connection works would include new metering, required under the Grid
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Code37 for conventional generation, and most likely required on a site availing of
renewable supports. In relation to the latter, D.McDermott and Co (D.McDermott)
gave an example of a sub 5MW wind project that would need to install additional
control equipment if it passed the 5MW threshold by installing a new wind turbine
generator.
Another respondent recommended that the measure should include increases that
might trigger deep reinforcements. According to the respondent, criteria proposed
by the CER (firm access, no deep reinforcements) discriminated against projects
which would be commercially and technically capable of operating on a non-firm
connection basis, or with some level of deep reinforcement. It was noted by the
respondent that typically smaller scale bioenergy developers had less onerous
financial constraints and more flexibility to adapt their project based on connectivity
options available.
Submissions in favour of narrowing down the group of eligible connections
Two respondents argued that the proposal should only be open to renewable
energy generators and DS3 system services providers (or flexible units in general).
IWEA and Element Power proposed that the measure, while open to all types of
generation, should have a “particular focus” on RES and DS3 system services
providers. Another respondent representing the solar industry suggested limiting the
measure to non-GPA applicants only.
In relation to the RES generators, BG Energy suggested to offer this additional
capacity to parties holding REFIT contracts38 in order to align the proposal with the
Government policy.
In relation to DS3 system services providers, BG Energy suggested that the surplus
capacity should only be allocated once the TSO had published the required DS3
volumes and had assessed the volumes provided by relevant parties through the
DS3 system services pre-qualification process. Another respondent noted that there
was risk in granting extra capacity to non-flexible generators as this would further
increase the existing capacity surplus in advance of the new capacity auction in the
SEM and would dampen the capacity auction prices in 2017. The respondent

37

The Grid Code is the technical document which establishes the rules governing the operation,
maintenance and development of the transmission system and sets out the procedures for governing
the actions of all transmission system users. The current version of the Grid Code is available on the
EirGrid website.
38 The Renewable Energy Feed in Tariff (REFIT) schemes are funded by the public service obligation
(PSO) which is paid for by all electricity consumers. The REFIT schemes have been designed to
incentivise the development of renewable electricity generation in order to ensure Ireland meets its
goal of 40% of electricity coming from renewable sources by 2020.
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argued that this would frustrate the investment case for urgently needed new flexible
units and delay the cost benefits related to their operation.
In relation to non-GPA applicants, it was suggested that the maximum allowed
capacity increase should be capped at 10% of MEC as proposed by the CER, and
that the existing 5MW capacity threshold as per the CER decision paper on
Treatment of Small, Renewable and Low Carbon Generators outside the Group
Processing Approach (CER/09/099) should still apply. The respondent suggesting
this restriction (to non-GPA applicants only) argued that any larger increase in
capacity to existing connections would be abused and exploited.
Submissions in favour of case-by-case approach
Two respondents were in favour of increasing capacity of certain connections in
cases where a potential increase demonstrated clear system-wide or consumer
benefits. Those respondents noted that case-by-case determinations, if technologyneutral and applied equitably to both existing and new players, would be more
appropriate than granting capacity in a discriminatory manner by way of generally
applicable policy.
4.1.7

Level of capacity increase

Four respondents provided some more detailed comments on capping the proposed
increase at 10% of MEC.
IrBEA and Cré suggested that for smaller connections, up to 2MW, a 10% increase
in capacity may not be significant. They suggested that bioenergy and anaerobic
digestion plants do not tend to be modular in nature. The respondents indicated that
such plants run 24/7 and as such are not generally installed at a capacity above the
MEC.
The respondents stated that in most cases, bioenergy and anaerobic digestion
project designs are fixed, and sunk capital costs have already been made around a
given capacity. They suggested that in the case of typical biogas generators
(approximately 500kW) an additional capacity increase of 20% would be needed to
justify an additional generator or change of generator, while in the case of anaerobic
digestion plants, capacity increase would need to be in the order of 50%.
Therefore, IrBEA and Cré recommended a two-tier approach, whereby generators
up to 2MW could increase their MEC by 20% (suggested by IrBEA) or 50%
(suggested by Cré), whereas generators above 2MW could only apply for a
maximum 10% increase in their MEC.
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SSE supported the measure but suggested that the capacity increase should be
either linked to (1) the contracted level of MEC for the generator, or (2) 20% of their
current firm MEC. SSE argued that option (1) would be a more appropriate cap for
increase, as all generators would be treated equally and would not be negatively
affected if their current plant depends on the work programme of the TSO or TAO to
gain firm access. SSE stated that the current associated transmission
reinforcements (ATRs)39 process was fundamentally flawed and should not be
allowed to influence the proposed transitional measure. In the event that the CER
prefers to retain a fixed level allowable increase tied to firm access, SSE believed
the level of increase should be set at 20% of the generator’s firm MEC. According to
the respondent, this would be in line with the level of over-installation that has been
allowed under the CER decision paper on Installed Capacity Cap (CER/14/047),
and would ensure that capacity increase would not drive any deep system
reinforcements.
On a related note, D.McDermott suggested that the definition of the maximum
allowable level of increase should be expanded to include a “next whole turbine”
qualifier similar to the manner in which it is used in the definition of installed capacity
cap in the CER decision paper on Installed Capacity Cap (CER/14/047). It was
recommended to cap the allowed increase at 110% of the generator’s MEC, or the
next whole turbine number above 100% of MEC; whichever value was higher.
D.McDermott stated that this would allow sub 5 MW wind projects configured with
larger wind turbine generators (e.g. 2 x 2.3MW) to expand. It was suggested that
since, due to technical, planning and environmental considerations, such projects
install new wind turbines of similar size (and not smaller), this would result in their
new installed capacity by far exceeding their newly increased MEC.
4.1.8

Alternative or complementary measures

Three respondents suggested further policy changes which are either
complementary or alternative to the proposed capacity increase for existing
connections.
Installed capacity cap
Renewable Energy Systems (RES Ltd), while supporting the proposed increase in
MEC, also suggested to remove the installed capacity cap, currently set at 120% of
MEC. RES Ltd argued that generators wishing to over-install (without necessarily

39

ATRs are new or upgraded transmission infrastructure projects associated with connecting a new
generation project to the system. A generator can achieve firm access only if all the ATRs works
associated with its connection have been completed. See also note 24 above.
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increasing their MEC) should be allowed to do so, as this would increase capacity
utilisation of the network. Moreover, the respondent argued that beyond a certain
level of over-installation the generator would face diminishing returns due to
increased lost output compared to grid connection cost savings. For this reason, in
the respondent’s view, there would be no need to set a limit on the level of overinstallation, which would be at the generators risk.
Colocation
Lightsource Renewable Energy Holdings (Lightsource) believed that the proposed
increase in MEC was misguided and should not be progressed. According to the
respondent, solar is an emerging technology in Ireland, and should be supported by
enabling colocation with existing and new wind farms or other generators.
Lightsource stated that colocation would be a fairer way to optimise the existing
network than increasing the MEC of existing connections. It was suggested that
colocation would not affect the generator’s MEC, and would not drive any shallow
works or deep reinforcements. Rather, in the respondent’s view, it would optimise
the use of network with no adverse impacts on the system and other customers.
Lightsource also noted that the CER should allow for newer renewable generators
to connect directly to end users creating smaller micro grids. According to the
respondent, this would have significant network, community and end user benefits.
Multiple legal entities behind connection points
Brookfield suggested that the proposed measure would raise the issue of grid
connection sharing. Brookfield noted that in many instances an additional 10%
extension to an existing generator would mean a separate sister company to the
existing generator is needed to facilitate the financing arrangements of the
extension. Brookfield stated that the connection agreement does not currently allow
the grid connection asset to be shared by sister companies with the same parent. In
Brookfield’s view, this represents unnecessary barrier to the development of
extension and colocation projects, and would need to be removed to ensure use of
the grid infrastructure is optimised.

4.2 Responses from the System Operators
System operators were supportive of the intention to bring capacity onto the system
in a timely manner. EirGrid considered the proposal to be workable, however sought
further clarifications on a number of questions. ESB Networks stated that it saw
significant issues with the proposal, including potential discrimination, and also
sought further clarification to fully understand the process proposed by the CER.
The system operators were not clear how the proposal could be implemented in
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practice, pointing at interactions with the increasing volume of non-GPA solar
applications (at present, more than 4GW), and the other two proposed transitional
measures: capacity release and connections of DS3 system services providers.
4.2.1

Clarifications

EirGrid noted that the CER makes a number of references to the “deep
reinforcements”, to “non-firm offers” and to “ignoring impacts on constraint and
curtailment levels” in its proposal. In EirGrid’s view, clarifying these concepts would
help system operators to assess whether or not the proposal can be implemented
within a reasonable timeframe.
ESB Networks suggested providing a more precise definition of the concept of
“change in connection assets”. According to ESB Networks, this would leave out
certain works allowed to accommodate the developer’s increase in capacity
including, for instance, modifications to remote terminal units (RTUs), embedded
generation interface protection (EGIP) and/or other elements. Also EirGrid assumed
that the concept of “change in connection assets” would exclude minor works, such
as metering and RTUs.
ESB Networks also asked what is meant by “interactions” in the following statement:
“The increase in capacity will not have any interaction with currently
contracted generators.”
EirGrid asked the CER to confirm that the proposed “increase in capacity” means an
“increase in contracted MEC”, and not “installed capacity”. EirGrid noted that
generators can already over-install up to 20% of their contracted MEC, hence this
measure would only change the existing policy framework if it meant an increase in
contracted MEC.
4.2.2

Implementation

ESB Networks noted that if the proposed measure was to be implemented, it would
need to involve minimal additional work, with at most, for example, a
change/installation of sub-metering.
For assessing the capacity to be made available under this proposed measure,
EirGrid suggested a process equivalent to today’s non-GPA process. That is, as
argued by the TSO, any assessment of available capacity would be limited to
shallow assessment and a non-thermal deep assessment (e.g. considering voltage,
short-circuit, dynamic or power quality issues). EirGrid stated that generators that
are not limited by their shallow connection assets could be given non-firm offers.
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The TSO also noted that in respect of the assessment of shallow capacity,
additional metering and RTUs may be required.
As to the criterion of “no deep reinforcements”, EirGrid noted the only approved
mechanism for assigning firm access and confirming that no deep reinforcements
are driven by the applicant would be to run the ITC process, and that this would
significantly delay the implementation of the proposal. Alternatively, as noted by the
TSO, additional capacity could be allocated on a non-firm basis only, and with no
ITC re-run. EirGrid noted, however, that, in this case, deep reinforcements may be
required at a later stage.
Lastly, EirGrid wanted to know whether capacity relocation applications/offers
should be treated as executed for the purposes of determining available capacity at
a node.
4.2.3

Implications for capacity release

EirGrid highlighted that the system operators would first need to terminate
connection agreements of applicants for capacity release (see section 3) before
they could start processing applications for an increase in MEC. In terms of
estimated timelines, EirGrid suggested that if the process associated with capacity
release was fully completed by September 2016 (including any re-optimisation of
connection works offers) processing of applications for an increase in MEC could
commence in December 2016 (i.e. after three months), and it was likely that offer
execution would not be completed until September 2017 or later (i.e. at least one
year later).
4.2.4

Implications
providers

for
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of

DS3

system

services

EirGrid sought clarity as to how the proposed timing for this measure would interact
with the proposal to facilitate connections of DS3 system services providers (see
section 5), and how both measures would interact with the current non-GPA process
(see section 4.2.5).
In addition, EirGrid asked the CER to consider whether applications for increases in
MEC and applications from potential DS3 system services providers should be
assessed together. If so, EirGrid highlighted that a tie-break rule set would be
required. Furthermore, the TSO noted that the timelines of the DS3 programme
would determine that offer processing could only commence in March 2017. If this
was not the case, EirGrid stressed that the assessment of applications from DS3
system services providers would be based on the assumption that all applicants for
an increase in MEC would accept their offers.
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4.2.5

Implications for non-GPA applications

Both system operators noted significant potential interactions between the proposed
measure and the non-GPA applications submitted for processing already at most
nodes. ESB Networks stated that the CER would need to clearly set out whether
existing non-GPA applications or existing connections seeking an additional 10%
would take precedence at each node. If the existing non-GPA applications were to
take precedence, the DSO highlighted that this option would not fulfil the objective of
bringing the capacity onto the system in a timely manner.
EirGrid highlighted three areas or stages where the CER would need to clarify how
the proposed measure and the non-GPA process potentially interact.


Offer processing schedule:
Would applicants for an increase in MEC get priority in offer processing
schedule over non-GPA applicants?



Offer processing assessments:
Considering available capacity, would non-firm generators be included in
models?



Firm access quantity (FAQ):
Would applications received under the proposed measure get priority in the
assignment of FAQ over non-GPA applicants in the future?

4.2.6

Eligibility

With regards to the CER’s proposal that only generators already connected to the
network would be eligible, ESB Networks specified that in order to qualify for the
measure, the project should be required to have achieved the relevant connection
agreement effective date by the date on which the proposal becomes effective (30
June 2016).
EirGrid suggested limiting the number of eligible applicants to projects where the
capacity is already installed, or would be installed by 30 June 2016. The TSO
highlighted a risk that the measure would not bring capacity onto the system in a
timely manner if there was no time limit for the additional generation to be installed
and operational. EirGrid estimated that with 30 June 2016 as an installation
deadline, there would be approximately 330MW of eligible projects. If no such limit
was imposed this could result in approximately 1000MW of additional MEC
applications being applied for under this measure. EirGrid stated that this would
cause significant implementation delays and could use up any capacity that would
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otherwise be available to potential DS3 system services provides (see also section
4.2.4).
On a similar note, ESB Networks asked the CER to confirm that the measure would
only apply to already installed capacity at a site and of the same technology, and
that going forward, the capacity contracted in this way could not be relocated
elsewhere.
4.2.7

Level of capacity increase

ESB Networks stressed that the level of capacity increase should be such that there
is no additional work required other than minor works such as sub metering. In
relation to that, ESB Networks asked whether a portion of the 10% could be made
available under this measure if this capacity was available and did not require
additional works (apart from metering).
EirGrid believed that it would be more appropriate to limit the proposal to 10% of the
contracted MEC, rather than the firm MEC. The TSO noted that under the ITC
process, firm access was allocated on a “date order of application” basis whereas
generators are connecting to the system in a completely different order. As such,
EirGrid considered that bringing firmness into this measure may not reflect the
capability of the network to accommodate the additional MEC. In addition, EirGrid
stated that the allocation process for firm access would need to be reviewed.
In relation to the CER’s proposal that only generators already connected to the
network would be eligible, EirGrid noted that projects may have phases that are
contracted and connected, or phases that are contracted but not yet connected. In
relation to these projects, EirGrid asked the CER to determine whether the increase
would be capped at 10% of the contracted MEC connected or the total contracted
MEC (including the phases contracted but not yet connected).
4.2.8

Capacity relocation

ESB Networks asked the CER to confirm that the additional capacity could not be
relocated elsewhere by modification in the future.
EirGrid stressed that some capacity relocation offers that are currently being
processed may not be confirmed before the determination of available capacity at a
node commences. The TSO asked the CER how to determine available capacity in
that situation.
Moreover, EirGrid highlighted that capacity relocation requires consent of other
parties where it is expected to have an impact on them. EirGrid highlighted that a
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relocation request that moves capacity into a node where an existing customer may
wish to increase by 10% could reduce the available capacity therefore would impact
on the existing customer. EirGrid requested clarification on whether consent would
be required from the existing customer in such an instance. If consent was required,
EirGrid sought clarity as to when it should be requesting consent from the existing
parties.
4.2.9

Modification fees and lead-times

EirGrid stated that it assumed that the increases in MEC under this proposed
measure would be subject to a modification fee, which would be equal to a fee for
new applications in EirGrid’s applicable statement of charges.40 Furthermore,
EirGrid suggested to apply the standard processing timelines of 90 business days to
the processing of these offers, depending on the scale and nature of the requests.
4.2.10

Modified connection charges due to new MEC

EirGrid noted that from a charging perspective, the additional MEC awarded under
this measure should be considered a separate gate, and should be subject to the
current charging policy approved by the CER. Accordingly, EirGrid stated that it
assumed that such charges would be applicable under this proposal.
4.2.11

Current standards

EirGrid noted that applicants who are seeking to increase their MEC by 10% should
be mindful that the current Grid Code requirements or other connection standards,
including controllability, would apply to any new capacity and would not be covered
by previous derogations.

4.3 CER Response to Comments
The CER notes that the majority of respondents were against this proposal. In view
of the industry’s concerns, as well as comments from the system operators, the
CER went on to re-examine whether the measure in question is suitable to achieve
the objectives pursued by these transitional arrangements. Following this review,
the CER considers that, on balance, the measure should not be progressed.

40

See Modification Fees for Connection Offers, March 2013, approved by the CER.
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The decision to that effect is set out in section 4.4 - CER Decision. The next section
provides reasons for this decision, reflecting the CER’s position on issues raised in
the consultation process.
4.3.1

Reason for decision

The proposal to allow existing connections to increase their export capacity by 10%
was intended to deliver further efficient use of existing connections and generation
capacity. In particular, generators that over-installed could utilise their existing
assets and bring more capacity onto the system potentially quicker and cheaper
than generators that are not yet connected. This could potentially reduce the need
for network and generation investments, and bring savings to the consumer.
Permitting existing connections to increase their capacity could bring more capacity
onto the system quickly, be it renewable or conventional. However, this would be
with little or no consideration of the current system needs for DS3 system services.
On the one hand, if more renewable capacity was added to the system, this would
result in higher curtailment levels, and only exacerbate the existing challenges faced
by the system operator. On the other hand, adding conventional generation would
have little grounds for justification given the current overcapacity. Network capacity
is a scarce resource, and the CER considers that allocating it to DS3 system
services providers is of greater benefit to the system and its users than letting the
existing connections to expand their capacity, regardless of whether or not they
intend to provide DS3 system services. Furthermore, prioritising DS3 system
services providers under the transitional arrangements will allow the system to
accommodate higher volumes of renewable generation in the future, and will assist
in meeting the 2020 targets.
In addition, allowing existing connections to increase their MEC might send wrong
investment signals, in that it might encourage developers to over-install, leading to
inefficiencies in generation investments and network planning in the medium to
longer term.
As for practical considerations, the CER has engaged further with the system
operators on the implementation of this proposal. By request from the CER, system
operators provided an assessment of several implementation options, which is
published alongside this decision paper (see Annex, section 7.2). This assessment
shows that if this proposal was open to all generators, it would present significant
challenges in terms of timely implementation, as system operators would not be in
position to process a large number of applications in a timely manner. Limiting the
number of eligible applicants would allow for a swifter implementation, but would
also reduce the amount of capacity brought onto the system. As such, any potential
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benefits from a more efficient use of existing infrastructure would be significantly
reduced. This brings the likely longer term impacts on system operation, 2020
renewable targets and generation investments, as highlighted above, into greater
focus.
Given the above, the CER considers that, on balance, the measure should not be
implemented. A detailed summary of arguments underpinning this decision is
provided below.
Investment incentives

The CER has concerns that allowing existing connections to increase their MEC in
order to use their generation capacity surplus would send out wrong investment
signals to the market. There is a risk that certain generators would over-install in
expectation that, going forward, their investment decisions would be accommodated
by the CER’s connection policy. Instead of promoting right-size projects, the CER’s
connection policy could lead to skewed investment incentives and market
distortions.
Under the current connection policy, MEC is a fixed value specified in the
connection agreement, and at present, the CER does not envisage any changes to
this policy, such as introducing dynamic or multiple MEC values.41 Rather, any
departures from the fixed MEC policy must be treated as an exception to the rule,
and hence must be objectively justified in a wider market context. In 2008, by way of
exception, the CER allowed for 20% increases/decreases in MEC for gate 3
applicants to accommodate generation investments that had been made during the
extended time period they were waiting for connection. This is not comparable to the
situation now.
Other long-term market impacts

Industry noted that the proposed measure was inconsistent with the proposed
principles governing the enduring connection policy. The CER has reviewed its
proposal in the light of these principles, and has identified a number of risks
associated with the measure. If these risks were to materialise, they might outweigh
possible efficiency gains that the proposal aims to deliver. In addition to the likely
impacts generation investments discussed above, these risks include:



creating regulatory entry barriers;
distorting competition in the generation market segment;

41

See minutes from the Generator Connections Liaison Group (GCLG) meeting no 42 of15 June
2016 at the CER website.
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promoting inefficient allocation of capacity and suboptimal grid development;
reducing stakeholders’ trust in a fair, transparent and stable regulatory
environment.

These potential medium to longer term market impacts could result in higher system
costs, ultimately borne by the consumer.
Implementation

System operators raised a number of queries about the implementation of the
proposed measure. The CER and the system operators have engaged in
subsequent discussions to examine various options by which the measure could be
implemented in a practical and timely manner.
Upon request from the CER, system operators assessed four options which varied
depending on the volume of eligible projects:


Under option one, all connected generators could increase capacity even
where it is not already installed.



Under option two, only generators with the capacity installed could apply for up
to the lesser of 10% of MEC or 10% of installed capacity.



Option three further restricts the group of applicants to those requesting an
increase of MEC of 1MW or more.



Option four is the most restrictive, in that it also excludes any such increases
that could drive the reallocation of customer funded assets to other parties
through charges and rebates.

The system operators’ assessment of options for implementing a 10% MEC
increase for existing connections is annexed to this decision (CER/16/285, see
section 7.2).
At one end of the spectrum, if all existing connections – including capacity not yet
installed – were eligible to apply, this would result in 1004MW of potential
applicants. At the other end of the spectrum, tightening the qualification criteria
would bring the potential eligible capacity down to 214MW. In the system operators’
view, only option three and four could be expected to be implemented in a practical
and timely manner. The first and the second option appear to be potentially much
more onerous for the system operator to implement from an overall perspective, and
might significantly delay bringing additional capacity onto the system.
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Insignificant contribution to 2020 targets

According to system operators, renewable capacity added to the system in the two
most practical implementation scenarios (option three and four) would not exceed
100MW. The CER notes that this volume is small relative to capacity required for
the purpose of achieving 2020 targets. Options with greater volumes of RES
capacity (281MW under option one, 109MW under option two) would not be
practicable to implement within a reasonable timeframe due to potentially high
number of applications.
Lack of security of supply concerns to connect more conventional generation

Granting capacity to all existing connections, regardless of technology, would bring
greater volumes of conventional, rather than renewable, capacity (see Annex,
section 7.2). However, as noted in the consultation paper (CER/15/284), Ireland has
a surplus of generation capacity which gives no valid security of supply reasons for
adding more conventional capacity that does not provide DS3 system services.
Implications for capacity release

The proposed measure may result in further capacity hoarding. Offering capacity to
existing generators could trigger a speculative uptake of this scarce and valuable
resource, and encourage generators to hoard it, something that the CER aims to
discourage by proposing capacity release. This hoarding could be effectively
mitigated by offering extra MEC only to projects that over-installed, and would not
require any substantial connection works in order to start using their extra capacity.
However, this would involve favouring a targeted group of generators, and might
result in undue discrimination. This point was also raised by a number of
respondents to the consultation.
Implications for connections of DS3 system service providers

Network capacity is a scarce resource. Offering additional MEC to existing
connections at this stage necessarily means that less capacity would be available to
connect units wishing to offer DS3 system services. Access to the grid for potential
DS3 system services providers is one of the key elements for a successful delivery
of the DS3 programme. This is further discussed in section 5.
4.3.2

Alternative or complementary measures

Installed capacity cap
The CER notes the proposal of RES Ltd to remove the installed capacity cap
(currently set at 120% of the MEC) and let the economics of a particular project to
dictate the level of generation above the MEC which is viable.
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However, the CER notes that since the introduction of the installed capacity cap,
one of the assumptions underpinning transmission network planning is that the MEC
is broadly the same as the installed capacity. Removing the cap entirely could result
in material increases in curtailment and constraints, and affect system operators’
ability to plan the grid development in the most efficient way.
Furthermore removing the cap may be of disadvantage to parties seeking
connection and potential DS3 system services providers, as this would lead to
reduced available capacity on the system.
Finally, the CER notes that the consultation paper did not envisage changes to the
installed capacity cap, as detailed in COPP.
Collocation, multiple legal entities behind connection points
The CER acknowledges the proposals to allow (1) collocation of solar with existing
and new wind farms or other generators, and (2) grid connection-sharing by different
legal entities. Nonetheless the CER considers that these proposals go beyond the
scope of this decision on transitional arrangements, and will not be considered here.
The CER notes that the latter issue (of multiple legal entities) is currently being
discussed at the Generator Connections Liaison Group (GCLG) meetings.42

4.4 CER Decision
In view of the reasons given above, the CER has decided, on balance, not to adopt
the proposal that would allow existing connections to increase their MEC by 10%.

42

See minutes from the GCLG meeting no 41 of 2 March 2016 at the CER website.
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5. Connections of DS3 System
Services Providers
In order to reach the renewable target imposed by the 2009 Renewable Energy
Directive (Directive 2009/28/EC), Ireland has committed to meet 40% of electricity
demand by renewable sources by 2020. Achieving this level of renewable
integration on a synchronous system43 is unprecedented and presents a range of
operational challenges for the power system.
The DS3 programme stands for “delivering a secure, sustainable electricity system”
and is about developing solutions to these operational challenges while achieving
the 2020 renewable electricity target. The question is, how much of the generation
on a single system can come from non-synchronous generation, while still operating
the system in a secure and safe manner? Connecting more non-synchronous
generators to the system increases their curtailment, that is, they need to be
dispatched down to maintain system-wide security. Wind and solar technologies are
examples of such renewable non-synchronous generation.
The DS3 programme is designed to facilitate greater levels of non-synchronous
renewable generation on the system while minimising curtailment. This will be done
by increasing the so-called system non-synchronous penetration (SNSP), which is
the real-time measure of the percentage of generation that comes from nonsynchronous sources relative to the system demand. All things being equal, the
higher the maximum allowable SNSP of the system, the lower the curtailment of
non-synchronous generation connected to that system.
In order to deal with uncertainties caused by non-synchronous generation, the
system operators may need to procure additional reserves or new types of ancillary
services. These so-called ‘system services’ will allow system operators to run the
system with larger volumes of non-synchronous generation (that is, they will
increase the SNSP), but with less curtailment. This will facilitate connection of even
more renewable generation, and lower the wholesale cost of electricity to the benefit
of the consumer. As part of the DS3 programme, the CER is currently working with
the system operators to design a number of system services that will meet the future
needs of the system.

43

See note 5.
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Connection policy for its part should facilitate grid access for units that will be
capable of providing DS3 system services when required by the system operator.
Facilitating connection of potential DS3 providers, and new entrants in particular,
should encourage them to participate in a competitive process for the provision of
DS3 system services, and ensure successful outcomes of the DS3 programme.
The consultation paper (CER/15/284) proposed that the system operators would
provide connection offers to generators and other providers of DS3 system services
fulfilling the following criteria:








The unit can provide system services identified by the TSO as being in
insufficient supply from the current fleet (to be specified under the DS3
programme);
The capability of the unit, in relation to those system services, is in excess of
that required by the Grid Code;44
The generator is not required to issue directed contracts in the SEM;
The unit will be operational within 12 months of offer issuance or the unit
commits to taking part in the system services auction45 (and is awarded a
contract); and
The unit can demonstrate that it can deliver the DS3 system services in the
timeframe required by the DS3 procurement process.

The system operator would identify and publish the system services to which this
policy applies; the methodology used for this assessment should be consistent with
that used to determine the volumes to be procured through the enduring system
services procurement mechanism set out in the SEM Committee46 decision on DS3
System Services Procurement Design and Emerging Thinking (SEM-14-108).
In addition, it was proposed that the system operators’ offer issuance would align
with the DS3 programme. The CER suggested that the system operator should first
issue an intention letter (to offer a connection) in advance of the qualification
process proposed in SEM-14-108. However, the CER proposed that the offer itself
would only be issued to a developer that was to be awarded a system service

44

See note 37 above.
Note that the consultation document and respondents’ submissions reported in this decision paper
refer to the DS3 system service auction. In May 2016, the SEM Committee decided to delay the date
for the first auction to the first half of 2018, for delivery of the services in October of 2018. Therefore,
the 2017 DS3 system service central procurement will be tariff-based. See DS3 System Services Notification of delay to Auction Design of 23 May 2016.
46 For information on the SEM Committee, see note 26 above.
45
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contract, while projects that were unsuccessful in the auction would not be issued
an offer.
The CER noted that it is for the DS3 programme to develop criteria that will ensure
that the projects permitted to participate in the auction will proceed to construction.
Therefore, the CER considered that the proposed criteria were sufficient to meet its
policy objective set out above.

5.1 Responses from Industry and Other Interested
Parties
29 respondents commented on the proposed measure to facilitate grid access for
units wishing to provide DS3 system services, with 13 respondents in favour of its
implementation and 10 respondents opposing it. The other six respondents sought
further clarification.
Respondents in support of the measure agreed with the CER that DS3 system
services providers will likely be required in order to achieve the 2020 targets, and
that facilitating their grid access is a valid objective. However, two opponents saw
no great justification in providing favourable connection conditions to DS3 system
services providers.
5.1.1

Eligibility

Nine respondents commented on the proposed eligibility criteria, and most of them
suggested opening the measure to all potential DS3 system services providers,
instead of prioritising the existing fleet. Four respondents proposed that the measure
should be limited to either existing connections, new connections, or certain specific
technology types.
Existing connections versus new entrants
Six respondents suggested that the proposal discriminated between existing fleet
and new entrants, as it granted first volume rights for the provision of system
services to the existing fleet. Respondents noted that all potential providers of
system services, whether existing or new players, should be treated fairly, equitably
and in a non-discriminatory manner. According to one respondent, the proposal
breached the CER’s legal obligations including SEM Committee Statutory
Objectives listed in the SEM Committee decision on Implementation of the
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European Target Model for the Single Electricity Market - Next Steps (SEM/13/009),
Recital 12 of the Directive 2009/72/EC47 as well as competition provisions.
Two respondents argued that the measure was discriminatory to new and emerging
technologies. In particular, one respondent stated that the requirement for the unit to
deliver DS3 system services within 12 months from offer issuance de facto
restricted the development to non-synchronous technologies that did not rely on
combustion as a source of energy, such as synchronous compensators or flywheels.
SSE stated that priority should be given to existing plant that can deliver system
services while maximising the existing grid and not driving additional cost to the
costumer. Regarding new entrants, SSE stated that only projects that were going to
progress should be granted a connection. SSE was concerned about TSO issuing
‘intention to issue an offer’ to projects which were unlikely to proceed purely on the
basis of being eligible to enter the DS3 auction. In addition, SSE suggested that in
case a project with a DS3 contract did not progress, it should not be awarded any
connection refunds similar to those under the proposed capacity release, as this
would encourage speculation.
Market power mitigation
ESB GWM sought clarification as to the reasons for its exclusion from the measure.
ESB GWM argued that DS3 service providers would typically be providing energy at
peak times or in times of scarcity, so its impact on market share in the energy
market would be minimal. Further, ESB GWM suggested that any market power
concerns in the DS3 market would be locational in nature, and therefore market
share would be irrelevant.
Another respondent supported exclusion of generators issuing directed contracts
from the scope of the measure, but also proposed to extend it to any company
which, across its portfolio, could be considered dominant in a given ancillary service.
Grid Code requirements
ESB GWM noted that the second criterion, according to which capability of the unit
to provide system services must be in excess of that required by the Grid Code,
needs further specification. ESB GWM was concerned that currently, any quantity of
system services beyond the Grid Code requirement, even marginal, would meet the
criterion, and could provide a back-door access to energy and capacity markets with
no significant benefit to DS3.

47

See n 33 above.
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In relation to this requirement, two other respondents noted that DS3 system
services could be provided by units which are not traditional generators, and
therefore not covered by the Grid Code.
Embedded power modules
MEGA and Energywise Consultants proposed that certain system services capacity
be reserved for embedded power modules only. They suggested that requirements
for system services should ideally be provided at points of demand, optimising
active and reactive power flows, and local resilience to transmission constraints.
5.1.2

Interdependence between connection policy and the DS3
programme

Two respondents argued that while potential DS3 system services providers should
not be required to execute a connection offer in advance of clearing an auction, they
should have reasonably firm information from the system operators regarding their
connection offer which should then follow, should they be successful. Further, one
of these respondents suggested that if the actual connection offer turned out to be
materially different from the indicative information provided by the system operators,
these DS3 providers should be able to reject their offer without losing auction / bid
bonds, even if, as a result, they could not enter into the auctioned contract.
IWEA and Brookfield noted that some eligibility criteria would yet to be determined
under the DS3 programme. Consequently, they sought further details and clear
references to the relevant DS3 programme documents when these become
available. Another respondent suggested that there was a lack of transparency and
due process in relation to this proposal to facilitate DS3 connections.
One respondent noted that there was no proper roadmap linking DS3, capacity and
energy markets, while another respondent proposed that any auction, be it DS3,
capacity auction or renewable subsidy, should have a similar interaction with the
grid connection process.
5.1.3

Timeline

Element Power noted that there was no time limit specified for the proposed
measure, and believed that it would be only in force for a limited time period once
the enduring regime is in place. According to the respondent, it would be
unmanageable to run a further access regime in parallel with an enduring regime
and a non-GPA regime since the interactions would become overly complex.
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5.1.4

Decentralised bioenergy projects

IrBEA was concerned that the measure would be prejudicial to the development of
rural, decentralised bioenergy projects.

5.2 Responses from the System Operators
EirGrid stated that it is supportive of any consideration given to the connection of
DS3 system services providers to the grid. Due to timing issues, however, both
system operators saw little benefit in implementing the proposal as part of the
transitional arrangements. System operators’ comments, including their timing
concerns, are set out in the following sections.
5.2.1

Eligibility

EirGrid clarified that the TSO would carry out an annual assessment of system
service volume requirements for the following five years. EirGrid stated that the
analysis would show, based on the input assumptions, how much of each service
would be provided by the existing plant and by new providers in each of the
assumed portfolio scenarios. EirGrid considered that it should be for the CER to
decide how much of each service should be for the new providers’ auctions as this
is in principle a commercial decision.
EirGrid stated that the Grid Code has no requirements with regard to new services,
so criterion on unit capability “in excess of Grid Code requirements” does not
constitute a restriction, as any plant would be in excess of Grid Code requirements.
5.2.2

Timeline

ESB Networks was concerned that the proposal as outlined could not be
accommodated within the timeframe envisaged for transitional arrangements, and
suggested addressing the issue under enduring connection policy.
Also EirGrid, having considered the timelines suggested in the consultation in
parallel with indicative timelines of the DS3 programme, believed that there was
limited benefit to this transitional measure. EirGrid suggested accepting new
generator applications only until November 2016, and noted that the proposed
transitional measure would only benefit new projects targeting the May 2018
auction, in order to provide system services from October 2018 onwards. The TSO
suggested that applications after November 2016 would be processed under the
enduring connection policy.
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5.2.3

Implications for non-GPA applications

EirGrid asked the CER to clarify the processing rules (GPA or non-GPA) and
whether applicants under the proposed measure be given priority over non-GPA
applicants.

5.3 CER Response to Comments
The CER notes that, while the majority of respondents supported the proposal, there
were also comments against it. Having considered all the responses, and taking into
account the position of the system operators, the CER considers that the measure
should be adopted, subject to certain modifications.
The decision to that effect is provided in section 5.4 - CER Decision. The next
section sets out the reason for this decision, and is followed by a summary of the
CER’s comments on the issues raised in the consultation process.
5.3.1

Reason for decision

The purpose of this proposal is to prioritise connections of certain DS3 system
services providers over the transitional period, until the implementation of the
enduring connection policy.
At present, the all-island power system has a maximum allowable SNSP level48 of
55%. This means that non-synchronous generation relative to system demand
cannot exceed 55%. The DS3 programme is designed to facilitate greater levels of
non-synchronous renewable generation on the system, increasing the SNSP level to
75%.
Figure 2 depicts different curtailment levels for different volumes of (nonsynchronous) wind generation on the system. The higher the volume of wind
generation connected to the system, the higher its curtailment. Broadly speaking,
increasing curtailment will reduce the likelihood of achieving the 40% renewable
electricity target. Please note that the red line roughly represents the level of wind
generation that would need to connect to the Irish system to meet the 2020 targets.
Figure 2 also shows that increasing the SNSP level from 55% to 75% would
significantly reduce wind curtailment at any given volume of wind connected to the
system.

48

SNSP stands for system non-synchronous penetration. See p 56 for an explanation.
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Figure 2

Impact of the SNSP on wind curtailment.
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Source: EirGrid, SONI, SEMO, DS3: System Services Valuation Further Analysis - Report to the
SEM Committee – presentation.49

Figure 3 shows that roughly 2,500MW of wind generation has already been
connected to the system, and 3,500MW are currently being contracted for
connection. This amounts to 6,000MW of wind generation connected, or soon to be
connected, to the system. In addition, approximately 15,500MW of further wind
applications have been submitted.
Regarding solar electricity, there are currently 2MW of solar projects installed, but
only a small number of these are grid-connected.50 The volume of solar generation
contracted for connection roughly amounts to 90MW. In addition, approximately
4,300MW of further solar applications have been submitted through the non-GPA
process.

49

SONI is the licensed TSO in Northern Island and, in conjunction with EirGrid is the market operator
of the single electricity market (SEMO).
50 Sustainable Energy Authority for Ireland (SEAI), Renewable Electricity in Ireland 2015, 2016
Report, p 13 (table 5) and p 18.
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The CER notes that the volume of renewable generation connected or soon to be
connected to the system in the Republic of Ireland almost reaches the current total
electricity requirement for the all-island market. As forecasted by EirGrid, this
requirement amounts to approx. 6,800MW in 2016 (Figure 3, red horizontal line)
raising slightly beyond 7,000MW in 2020. Overall, with the successful delivery of the
DS3 programme, the volume of renewable generation connected and still to be
connected is expected to meet the 2020 renewable electricity target.
Under the current processing rules, the system operators have indicated that the
volume of wind and solar applications is not manageable. The CER notes that the
level of wind and solar applications is significantly in excess of Government 2020
target requirements and that there is significant uncertainty as to how many of these
projects may actually be realised.
Figure 3

Volume of wind connected, contracted for connection, and the
additional wind and solar applications for connection to the system in
the Republic of Ireland in relation to the all-island total electricity
requirement.
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4,300 MW
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All-island total electricity
requirement forecast for
2016: 6,800 MW

3,500 MW
2,500 MW

0

Wind connected
Wind contracted for connection
Wind applications received
Solar applications received
Source: CER; based on data provided by the system operators in September 2016 and EirGrid’s AllIsland Generation Capacity Statement 2016-2025 (Appendix 1, table A-1 at p 60).
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For presentation purposes, all figures in
Figure 3 have been rounded. The exact figures are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1

Volume of wind and solar generation connected, contracted for
connection, and additional applications for connection to the system
received by the system operators.

WIND VOLUME (MW)

TSO

DSO

SUM

Connected

1,070

1,450.3

2,520.3

Contracted for connection

1,701

1,769.5

3,470.5

10,052

5,493.7

15,545.7

TSO

DSO

SUM

Connected

0

0.05

0.05

Contracted for connection

0

92.2

92.2

981

3,301.4

4,282.4

Additional applications
SOLAR VOLUME (MW)

Additional applications

Source: CER; based on data provided by the system operators in September 2016.

By facilitating connections of providers of DS3 system services, the CER aims to
ensure that these services can be delivered when requested by the TSO. DS3
system services will increase the SNSP of the system and assist in bringing down
curtailment levels. This will benefit the already connected wind and solar generators,
and further optimise the use of the system for renewable generation.
The CER considers that in this transitional phase, wind and solar technologies,
whether existing or new, should not be prioritised for connection to provide DS3
system services. This is because:




the addition of wind or solar would increase curtailment levels;
there is, unlike for DS3 system services providers, an existing process in place
for connecting wind and solar technologies; and
the scale of applications received to date from wind and solar projects far
exceeds what can be practically and effectively delivered.

Given the above, the CER considers that excluding wind and solar technologies
from the scope of this measure is not unduly discriminatory. Indeed, it aims to try
and maximise the additional DS3 system services to the benefit of the system,
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which has a high volume of non-synchronous generation, and ultimately, to the
benefit of the existing and new wind and solar technologies.
5.3.2

Eligibility

Existing connections versus new entrants
Industry expressed concerns that the proposal allegedly discriminated between
existing fleet and new entrants. The CER notes that for the projects eligible under
this measure, it does not distinguish between new and existing connections.
The CER notes the comment that the requirement to deliver DS3 system services
within 12 months from offer issuance de facto restricts the development to nonsynchronous technologies that do not rely on combustion as a source of energy,
such as synchronous compensators or fly-wheels. The CER considers that it is
appropriate for the system operators to develop a process for prioritisation of DS3
connections which would balance the administrative burden on the system
operators and the timely delivery of connection offers for the DS3 system services
trials as well as the DS3 system services central procurement.
The CER agrees with SSE that grid connection should be granted to projects that
are going to progress, and that there will not be any possibility to get a refund of first
stage payment in case of stalled projects. For the avoidance of doubt, any
connection offers issued under this measure will not be eligible for any refunds of
first stage payment. The CER notes that the capacity release measure is a once-off
amnesty before the CER sets the rules for the enduring connection policy, and will
not be repeated going forward.
With respect to EirGrid’s suggestion that it should be for the CER to decide how
much of each system service should be put up for “new providers auctions”, the
CER would like to note that this matter goes beyond the scope of this decision
paper.
Market power mitigation
Market power is defined as the ability of a market participant, acting independently,
to raise (or reduce) market prices consistently and profitably above (or below)
competitive levels for a sustained period of time.
Directed contracts (DCs) are contracts for difference which generators who are
considered to have market power are required to issue in the SEM, making their
output available to all market participants. DCs hedge for fluctuations around the
expected spot market price in the SEM, reducing the generator’s incentive to abuse
their market power and raise the price above cost. The volume and pricing approach
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for the DCs is determined by the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), a commonly
used measure of market concentration.51 At present, ESB GWM is the only
generator obliged to issue DCs.
The CER notes ESB GWM’s comment that its exclusion from the measure was
unfounded. ESB GWM argued that DS3 service providers would typically provide
energy at peak times or in times of scarcity, so the impact on market share in the
energy market would be minimal. Furthermore, in ESB GWM’s view, any market
power concerns in the DS3 market would be locational and therefore market share
would be irrelevant.
The CER also notes that, contrary to ESB GWM’s comment, another respondent
supported this exception, and proposed to extend it to any company which can be
considered dominant in a given ancillary service.
The CER understands ESB GWM’s reasoning that generator’s market share might
not necessarily reflect its ability to exercise market power. The CER notes that there
are other indices of market power in electricity markets, focusing on generator’s
indispensability to meeting load, instead of the size of its market share.52
Furthermore, the CER notes that DS3 system services might be seen as a market
distinct from the spot market, for the purpose of assessing whether a given provider
enjoys market power.53 In fact, and as implied by the respondent above, each of the
14 DS3 system services might constitute a relevant product market where a given
generator can have a dominant position.
Having considered the matter, the CER is of the view that, while there might be
scope for market power in the DS3 market, it is not for the connection policy to
provide for market power mitigation policies. The primarily objective of the proposed
measure is to provide access to the grid for potential providers of DS3 system
services currently required by the system. Any need for market power mitigation
measures in relation to the DS3 system services procurement would be addressed
by other work streams.

51

The Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) is calculated by squaring the market share of each firm
competing in a market, and then summing the resulting numbers, and can range from close to zero,
indicating nearly perfect competition, to 10,000, indicating the monopoly.
52 For instance, the residual supplier index (RSI) or pivotal supplier indicator (PSI).
53 The European Commission defined the wholesale market and the balancing market as two
separate product markets in its earlier competition cases. See for instance, cases COMP/39.388
German Electricity Wholesale Market, and COMP/39.389 German Electricity Balancing Market
[2009] OJ C36/8 (E.ON cases).
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Grid Code requirements
The CER notes the comments in relation to the Grid Code criterion for eligibility. The
definition of a DS3 system service is out of the scope of this work. Such services are
determined under the DS3 programme. Eligibility will be determined based on the
definitions from that work programme.
Embedded power generation modules
The CER notes the suggestion to reserve certain system services capacity for
embedded power modules, and that requirements for system services should be
provided at points of demand, optimising active and reactive power flows, and local
resilience to transmission constraints.
The CER considers that it is for the TSO to identify what type of system services it
requires, and in which location. Details of this process are being developed under
the DS3 programme and remain out of scope of this decision paper. The CER
reiterates that the objective of the proposed measure is solely to make sure that
connection policy does not hamper the delivery of DS3 system services.
5.3.3

Interdependence between connection policy and the DS3
programme

The CER notes the comments that the rules around DS3 system services central
procurement process should not put unnecessary restrictions on the applicant with
respect to its grid connection process. The CER considers that these rules pertain to
the DS3 system services central procurement process, and are out of scope of this
decision paper.
However, the CER notes the suggestions that the DS3 programme and the
connection policy could be better aligned. The proposal presented in the
consultation paper was designed around further facilitating the delivery of DS3
capable units. The CER is mindful of the DS3 programme timelines, as set out in
section 5.3.4.
5.3.4

Timeline

The CER notes the concern of the system operators regarding the proposed
timelines in the consultation paper, and notes that these timelines have since been
revised. Figure 4 presents the updated timelines as of October 2016.
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Figure 4

Projected timelines for the DS3 system services trial and procurement
process.

Source: SEM Committee decision paper on DS3 System Services Qualification Trial Process
(SEM-16-060), p 3.

The CER considers that in processing connections of DS3 system services
providers, system operators should consider the revised DS3 programme timelines.
For example, the first DS3 system services qualification trials have been scheduled
for February – September 2017. This will be followed by the next round of DS3
system services centralised procurement.
As to the comment of Element Power that there is no time limit specified for the
proposed measure, the CER notes that the measure would be in force for a limited
time period, until the enduring connection regime.
5.3.5

Implications for non-GPA applications

EirGrid asked the CER to clarify the processing rules (GPA or non-GPA) and
whether applicants under the proposed measure be given priority over non-GPA
applicants. Having considered the issue, the CER has decided to use the existing
non-GPA process to offer connections to DS3 system services providers, for the
following reasons.
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Firstly, since the proposed arrangements will only be in place until the
implementation of the enduring connection policy, the CER considers it more
efficient to use the existing process, instead of developing a new group processing
approach for DS3 system services providers. The latter has the potential to be more
complex and time-consuming, and therefore more challenging in terms of timely
implementation.
Secondly, the non-GPA process is sequential and individual as opposed to the gate
process where developers are grouped and processed together. Therefore, the nonGPA process would leave more control to the developer over processing timelines.
This is important given that the two processes (connection and DS3 procurement)
would need to run in parallel.
Furthermore, the CER considers that there are valid system operation reasons to
prioritise connections of DS3 system services providers over other non-GPA
applicants, which are mostly non-synchronous. In the first place, the system
requires DS3 system services providers in order to be able to accommodate
connections of any further non-synchronous renewable generation.
Detailed priority rules between DS3 system services providers and the existing nonGPA applicants will be developed by the system operators following the publication
of this decision paper, and submitted to the CER for approval in a timely manner. In
due course, the system operators will inform the market of the specific timelines for
this and for the publication of the prioritisation rules.
5.3.6

Decentralised bioenergy projects

The CER notes the IrBEA’s concern that the proposed measure would be
detrimental to the development of rural, decentralised bioenergy projects. The CER
would like to point out that there are important system operation reasons for
diversifying the current generation mix, in particular by giving access to the grid to
more flexible units that can provide DS3 system services. A stable and secure
electricity system is in the interest of all market participants, including existing and
new bioenergy projects.
The CER notes the IrBEA’s concern that rural, decentralised bioenergy projects
would not be likely to provide DS3 system services, and therefore would not be
likely to be prioritised for connection under this proposal. Regardless of this,
bioenergy projects will retain the possibility to apply for a non-GPA connection offer
under the existing connection rules.
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5.4 CER Decision
Having considered the responses to the consultation referred to above, the CER
has decided to facilitate connections of DS3 system services providers. Unless
explicitly stated otherwise in this decision, existing connection policy rules continue
to apply.
Under the existing rules set out in the CER decision paper on Treatment of Small,
Renewable and Low Carbon Generators outside the Group Processing Approach
(CER/09/099), the non-GPA is the process by which projects that fulfil certain public
policy criteria receive offers for connection to either transmission or distribution
system.
The CER has decided that certain providers of DS3 system services will be eligible
and prioritised for a connection offer under the non-GPA process until the enduring
connection policy is in place. The system operators will develop a process for this
prioritisation following the publication of this decision paper, and submit to the CER
for approval in a timely manner. In due course, the system operators will inform the
market of the specific timelines for this, and for the publication of the prioritisation
rules. The prioritisation rules should balance the administrative burden on the
system operators and the timely delivery of connection offers for the DS3 system
services trials and the DS3 system services central procurement. In addition, the
process should aim to minimise, to the extent possible, speculative applications.
As the aim of this proposal is to bring down curtailment, the DS3 priority connection
status shall not apply to wind and solar technologies, whether already connected or
new. This is because:




the addition of wind or solar would increase curtailment levels;
there is, unlike for DS3 system services providers, an existing process in place
for connecting wind and solar technologies; and
the scale of applications received to date from wind and solar projects far
exceeds what can be practically and effectively delivered.

For clarity, if a connected wind or solar54 generator wishes to install a different type
of technology and increase its MEC in order to provide DS3 system services, it will
be eligible and prioritised in the non-GPA process under these transitional

54

Please note that only a small number of the installed solar projects is grid-connected. Approx.
90MW of solar is however contracted for connection.
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arrangements provided that the additional MEC is assigned to a non-wind and/or
non-solar technology type unit.55
For the avoidance of doubt, qualified DS3 system services providers will have
priority access to all available capacity, and not only capacity released under these
transitional arrangements.

55

At present, where different technology types are connecting to the same customer transformer,
separate units are required. The customer must specify a MEC for each unit, the sum of the unit
MECs adding up to the overall MEC for the contract. Each unit must be separately controllable and
metered. See section 6 of the COPP paper.
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6. Summary of the Adopted Transitional
Arrangements and Next Steps
Having considered the responses to the consultation referred to above, the CER
has decided to adopt the following measures:



Capacity release
Connections of DS3 system services providers

Unless explicitly stated otherwise in this decision, existing connection policy rules
continue to apply.
As noted earlier in section 5.3.1, the system operators have received a high number
of wind and solar applications for connection to the grid. The system operators have
noted that this volume of applications is not manageable. This, amongst other
matters, will be addressed by the CER as part of the enduring connection policy
review. These transitional arrangements are without prejudice to any decisions on
the enduring connection policy.

6.1 Capacity Release
The CER has decided that eligible projects wishing to terminate their connection
agreement and release their full contracted MEC under a given gate, may submit a
completed formal application to the relevant system operator within four months
from the publication of this decision paper.
A standardised application form, developed by the system operators and approved
by the CER, will be published on the relevant system operator’s website within six
weeks from the date this decision paper is published.
The CER directs the system operators to terminate by notice the connection
agreement or that part of the connection agreement for capacity awarded under a
given gate, as applicable, for eligible applicants.
The system operators shall refund the contracted party 80% of its first stage
payment according to the refund rules set out below.
6.1.1

Eligibility criteria

This measure is open to any project that meets each and all of the following
eligibility criteria:
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Contracted customer that was awarded capacity under a gate direction or the
non-GPA direction;
Contracted customer that has not yet paid the pre-construction payment, or any
portion of same, such as for shared works. This includes any early preconstruction payment in the context of subgroup progression;
Contracted customer that has submitted the standardised application form
requesting the release signed by an authorised signatory of the contracted
customer within four months from the publication of this decision paper;
Contracted customer releasing its full MEC contracted under a given gate;
Notes:
Where an existing GPA project has an extension processed under the
subsequent gate, it may apply to terminate its connection agreement for that
extension project only, provided that it will release all the MEC contracted under
a given gate;
Where a connection agreement is phased the project may terminate a given
phase but the project must still release its full MEC contracted under a given
gate.
Where a project has passed its longstop date by the date of the publication of
this decision paper, and its connection agreement has not been terminated, it
may apply for capacity release provided that it meets each and all of the
eligibility criteria set out above.

6.1.2

Refund rules

Where an applicant requests a termination of capacity in line with the criteria set out
in this decision, the system operators shall refund the applicant 80% of its first stage
payment in a timely manner after the completion of the termination process.
Any forms of security held by the system operators, including MEC and connection
charge security, will also be returned to the applicant in a timely manner.
Termination of connection agreement does not release the applicant from any
existing contractual obligations to the system operators or third parties resulting
from stranded assets.
In order to ensure timely release of capacity, once an application has been
submitted, it cannot be withdrawn, and the capacity contracted under the terminated
connection agreement must be released.
The results of this process, in terms of capacity released will be published by the
system operators.
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6.1.3

Termination costs

A termination fee will not be applied. Any additional costs incurred by system
operator due to termination or partial termination of a connection agreement under
this decision, and where applicable, re-processing of connections in a subgroup
according to section 10 of the COPP rules, will be considered in tariff calculations in
the upcoming tariff period.

6.2 Connections of DS3 System Services Providers
Under the existing rules set out in the CER decision paper on Treatment of Small,
Renewable and Low Carbon Generators outside the Group Processing Approach
(CER/09/099), the non-GPA is the process by which projects that fulfil certain public
policy criteria receive offers for connection to either transmission or distribution
system.
The CER has decided that certain providers of DS3 system services will be eligible
and prioritised for a connection offer under the non-GPA process until the enduring
connection policy is in place. The system operators will develop a process for this
prioritisation following the publication of this decision paper, and submit to the CER
for approval in a timely manner. In due course, the system operators will inform the
market of the specific timelines for this, and for the publication of the prioritisation
rules. The prioritisation rules should balance the administrative burden on the
system operators and the timely delivery of connection offers for the DS3 system
services trials and the DS3 system services central procurement. In addition, the
process should aim to minimise, to the extent possible, speculative applications.
As the aim of this proposal is to bring down curtailment, the DS3 priority connection
status shall not apply to wind and solar technologies, whether already connected or
new. This is because:




the addition of wind or solar would increase curtailment levels;
there is, unlike for DS3 system services providers, an existing process in place
for connecting wind and solar technologies; and
the scale of applications received to date from wind and solar projects far
exceeds what can be practically and effectively delivered.
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For clarity, if a connected wind or solar56 generator wishes to install a different type
of technology and increase its MEC in order to provide DS3 system services, it will
be eligible and prioritised in the non-GPA process under these transitional
arrangements provided that the additional MEC is assigned to a non-wind and/or
non-solar technology type unit.57
For the avoidance of doubt, qualified DS3 system services providers will have
priority access to all available capacity, and not only capacity released under these
transitional arrangements.

56

Please note that only a small number of the installed solar projects is grid-connected. Approx.
90MW of solar is however contracted for connection.
57 At present, where different technology types are connecting to the same customer transformer,
separate units are required. The customer must specify a MEC for each unit, the sum of the unit
MECs adding up to the overall MEC for the contract. Each unit must be separately controllable and
metered. See section 6 of the COPP paper.
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7. Annexes
7.1 List of Submissions to the Consultation
The following parties submitted comments on the CER consultation paper
CER/15/284. Submissions are in alphabetical order. All non-confidential
submissions are available on the CER website. Submission with confidential data
are highlighted by an asterisk beside their names.
ABO Wind Ireland
An Bord Pleanala
An Taisce
Bob Gunkel Planning
Bord Gáis Energy
Bord na Móna PowerGen
BHC Distributors
Brookfield Renewable Ireland
Carbery Food Ingredients
Castlewaller Wind Farm*
Castlewaller Woodland Partnership*
CES Energy
Coillte Enterprise
Composting & Anaerobic Digestion Association of Ireland
D.McDermott & Co
Dunmoylan Developments*
Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI)
EirGrid
Element Power Ireland
Elgin Energy Services
Energia
Energywise Consultants
Entrust
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Environmental Pillar
ESB - Generation & Wholesale Markets
ESB Networks
Facebook*
Fingleton White & Co
Friends of the Earth
Gaelectric Holdings
Galetech Energy Developments
Gas Networks Ireland
Glanbia*
Grange Backup Power*
Greener Ideas*
Greenlink Interconnector*
Highfield Solar
Integrated Energy Systems
Irish Bioenergy Association
Irish Farm Centre
Irish Solar Energy Association
Irish Wind Energy Association
Irish Wind Farmers Association
JBM Solar Ireland
Knockathea Wind Farm*
Lightsource Renewable Energy
Lumcloon Energy*
Michael Gunn
Michael Quirk*
Micro Electricity Generation Association
NOW Ireland - National Offshore Wind Association
Newcomb Energy*
ORIEL Windfarm
People’s Energy Charter
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Renewable Gas Forum
Renewable Energy Systems
RWE Innogy
Sandford Energy*
Saorgus Energy
Schwungrad Energie
Seabreeze Wind Farm*
SIGA Hydro*
Solar Electric Ireland
Solar Ventures
Solas Éireann Renewable*
Soleire Renewables
SSE Airtricity
South Kerry Development Partnership Limited
Terenure Community Energy Group
Tipperary Energy Agency
Wexford Solar
Wind Energy Direct
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7.2 System Operator Assessment of Options for
Implementing 10% MEC Increase for Existing
Connection
See document CER/16/285 published on the CER’s consultation website.
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